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VOL. XXIII NO. 148 PADUCAH. KY., SA1 CH DAY EVENING. .1 UN E 20. 190S TEN CENTS PER WEEK
BUSINESS AGENTS !Alleged Captain Marshall County
OF FARMERS UNION Night Riders Promptly Acquitted
MEET HERE TODAY of Complicity in Birmingham Raid
1-teastions of Warehousing To
baceo Holdings and Other
Crops Will he Discussed
Teo nesnee State Organizer As-
sisting in Work.
NIkellikli.SHIP Is I St Stesteviliel
'Minty 111111,111.,. ,tg• 1.11. of the
Farmers' Union met with Mr. R. le
Harnett, tate organizer. in hie roome
at the New Richmond house. this
morning af 9:310 o'clock, to eonsidef
the general bueinemo of the 'neon, am
well all of cacti particular county
Mr Barnett Is able to be up after
an &elute attack of material fever,
but is Mill weak. MI sof the ten or-
ganized counties, in the union were
eypected to be repreeented In today's
meeting. but some of the "'minty buel-
•tents could not attend through
et lines* or other • P.M/01M. At. 1 41
o'clo. It the following were here
I. Chambens. Fulton vounty . It I.
N,11114/11. McCracken countv A I.
Nt amen. Ballard eounly. and Keehn
Hobbs. Caldwell courtly Later traine
1.1-OUgS1 Mitre delegate's and an after-
noon 'Peyton probably, *ill be held
Foch organized hap a hesi-
to...). agent. and thee.. agente
I'll,- sal executive committee The
questions, of warehoming tit.. union's
hoklings.'of increasing the meMber-
the and of atimulating the move-
ment generally. were discuseed today.
WW1 Of the Moline/vs transacted as,
of a nature that could not be given to
the public
Mr B Carter. of Dyersburg.
leun oust of tits 'feu:sesame etc.
is:triflers' Union orators, wee in the
illy today conferring with Mt Bar-
nett, and th a afternoon will speak
Ai Ingleside in the county, where a
I'll picnic I. bring held today. Ile will
spread the gnome of the Farmers'
linion to MeCracken county farm.',
Mr Carter will he in Kentucky for
several day*. ppeakiug at various
'owes In the feterset of the union
Plana for the nereeng here In An -
gum to perfect the Kentucky state or-
,gantiation. are soiree ahead • rapidly
and Str.Barnett expects an attendanc.!
of from 2,00e to 3.1011411 mrsons. !sev-




Tomorrow at the reeervation the
intil•ns and the Metropolis team will
Ile up for nine innings. The Indiana
say they will win, but expect a hard
fight as the Illinois boys have heard
rumblings of the Indians' greatness.
and have prepared for a desperate
fight The Metropolis team has been
underestimated. but the little city
"Ile of he te•"41 teams in Heinle.
Last Sunda) Metropolis played the
tack Pabst team of Cairo to a stand-
stiff for II innings with the score
4 to 4
Runyan needs plenty of work, and
as his wing is is fine fettle, he prom-
isee to give his usual dove of white-
wash Keen intereet bee been de
v.-loped in the game. and a large
t•rowd fans will he out An ea-
will he run from Metrepolis
and Gil. Illinois rooters wel bark
their favorites.
The teams w1:1 line tip'
Paducah—Blakemoret. C: Runyan.
p. Goodwin, Its; Stehle. 2b. Cooper.
llh; Robinson, es: ()redeemer. If:
Williams, re Hart, rf.
Metropolis —Block. c: Dollar. p:
Doyle. lh: Hregory. 2b, King. 3b:
Rheitneyer. is; Hutchins, if; Stow.
cf: Ward, rf.
fildld Drinks Carbolic Acid.
Wb11e toddling about the room.
Resale Perry. the little 2-year-Old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. Perry,
of 127 Jeiclison street, reached on the
washstand and got a bottle of car-
t/her acid. Before she was seen by
her mother the child had drank some
of the acid and was suffering severely
from burns In her mouth. Br the
•ftliMY bottle It was detected what
she had dose, and Dr. J. D. Robert-
son was called and staietics were
given. Sim drank the acid at 7;30
o'clock, but in as hour afterwards
the little miss was playing about the
house.
Chicago Market.
Poly-- iTleh 1,01S. C10414,
"neat .. , ‘-' , 11 6 84%
Oen • • • • 7,, OM 44%
Oata le 4 !NV 44%
r.r..... 14 47, 14 In 14.
Lard 4944 .4 tin 11 .1till
PAW, 
, ,he 7.105 8.0S%
l'oelps Jury Stood Six to Six TENN. CENTRAL
For Conviction—Holly Trial
LINES REVERT TOBegien Next Monday.
Benton, Ky June 20.--(Specia! 1
—"Not guilty" was the verdict re
turned this morning at 9:10 o'clock
FORMER OWNERS
by the Jury in the ram! of Sam Col- The Illinois Central, It was learned
Ile. charged with taking part in the has decided not to exercise its July I
raid oil Birmingham. In which Jonu option on a controlling interest in the
Seruggs. the aged negro, was killed. Tennessee Central, and on that date
The jury took the case Friday at-- it will give up the operat:on tI this
noon, and last night at the adjourn- line over which the il•inois Central
ment another hung jury  was looked -  reaches Nashvele. The Southern
for, but this morning ten minutes railway. which along with the Illinois
after the jury had -retired, a ktiock Central, hate an interest in this option.
was heard and the jury reported. will not exerciee its right, as was
After the verdict was read the .jury made known some time ago, so that
was' discharged by Judge Reed. Ion July 1 control of the Tennessee
The verdict is a boon for the de'e•Central will revert to the former
tense, as It is said it will doubtless owners,
have effect on the other castes The: This means the abandonment' by
jury for the case of Burnett Phelps,',the Illinois Central of a line under
charged with participating in the Its own control into Naphvele. It was
raid, was dismissed yesterday after- i said that the line to Nashville had
noon at the adjournment after hay-,been operated at a loss and therefore
Ins/ the (-me since Thursday at noon. , its abandonment would he profitable
Six of the jurors held our for con- to the fences Central rather than
villein, while six stood for aequittalsotherwise.
Wheeler, Hughes & Berry. of Pa-
Hoods Holds Beads.
riecah. have been the attorneys for The option on the Tennessee ('en-
the defense avid have relied upon the- •




ith's'nd the Southern railway three years
Attorney John G. .hovett hap made
a 
dgo. The Southern had a two-thirds
a fearteep fight to convict the fortisati interest In this option, and the Illi-
and with the aseietanre of' (lountY
nois Central one-third.
Attorney W. M. Reeder. seeured







Holly Trial Monday. bonds of the Tenneesee Central, of
Mondkv the trial of Lein holly, which two thirds wil'paid for by the
charged with the murder -nf Reece Southern and the other third by the
Fisher, will he taken up. After the memo Central. The two roads con-
murder trial is completed next week tieue to hold the bands, but control
a jury all be empeneled and the,of the Tennessee Central will rest.
cases of the alleged night riders willieter Jeri, 1, with the old owners.
be finished at this term of court, ac-, who were chiefly St. TA/Ilia people.
cording to Judge Reed. Was Ralik Ten Years Ago-
- I The Tennessee Central is the road
KTATIONARY , which was built about ten years ago
AT ST. 1,01'1et TODAY. through the efforts of the late Col.
14t' 
1411115' 'I
uiiit' 2" The river is Jere Baxter, of Nashville, wile for
stalloilary at 37, feel and is expected.'... s bad sought to get an indopa'-nd-
is tonight. Heavy mina—•-- eat line of railroad into that city.
around Kansas City may ca"" an" The road was largely built by St.
other rise. however. The lose to date Louis capital. It runs from the Ken-
le In the millions. Tens *U we. y line to Nashville. and thence
thouest tie of acres of crop lands have by way of Lebanon and Cookeville
been flooded. Repairs to levees dam- through the Cumberland mountains
aged will cost thousanda of dollars. to Harriman. At the Harriman ter-
River train'. has been practically
stopped. 
minus a connection is made, with a
branch line of the Southern railway
to Knoxville. and with the Cincinnati
Southern railway, which is a part of
the Queen and Crescent system.,
County Court:
Judge Lightfoot 'bought a ticket
Lawreneebtirg. June 20 - The And rent Dated Simmons, a half-wit-
American Tobacco company wax fined ted voting man picked up  heronnenn ianst.
loyeano e for violating the' anti-trial week. bar mk to h'e hoe in
j
law- of. the state of Kentucky. ville this morning.
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
MS FINE OF $10,000
I. C. SHOPS TO WORK FULL FORCE





(iimd as to Employes.
After July I the neginning of a
new fiscal 'year ftw the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad. the Padocah shops will
meson.. operations with a full force
of men, and more work will be done
than ever before Is the inibgtance of a
statement made to a Paducah man by
J. G. Nene*. 'superintendent of ma-
rbinery of the Illinois Central This
is exactly In aceordance with the pre-
diction of The Sun two weeks Aga
when the order was posited closing the
machine and boiler departments two(
lay* a week and reducing tbp work-'
Mg boars it, eight a day.
At the elope of the fiscal Year thel
Illinois Central desires to make the
beet showing possible, and the ex-
penses cut In every department
possible. While it has been si hard-
ship on thp employe It Is good trews
that the shops will resume operation
with a fell force in July.- The state-
ment was; made in all sincerity. and
as coming from an official may be
looked upon as accurate. The yank
of the railroad are well Mocked with
bad order care, anti "d'art" engines,
and when a full force Is_ employed
there will be an atnindanee of work
for many months
rvienaere Released.
Will Lett, colored, of Wickliffe,
and Dick Rowland. colored, of May-
field, were released from Jail today
on a charge of bootlegging. Both
took the debtor's insolvent oath. and
were released from lurisriseumeut hey
Mg 'erred out their jail senteneeS.
Deputy United Mates Mended II-
Lett from Wick-
Wilms eery eft a thirty
day 'manes.
Property owners on Broadway and
i
Jefferson streets from Ninth to Elev-
enth streets are preparing, according
I to reports. tb land another heavy one
on the city. It is said that they' will
get out an IRjunction against the
city to prevent the execution of the
contract awarded the Southern Bitu-
ethic company on the grounds that It
is excessive in coat. Now while all
material Is cheaper, the contract
calls for a greatly increased cost per
square yard. they assert, and will




40 PROSTRATIOHS 1Presidential Candidates Meet at
8 DEATHS IN Cincinnati to Discuss Campaign
CHICAGO TODAY Plans—Sherman Tower of Strength
Whole Country Suffers With
Terriffic Heat With No Re-
lief in Sight.
Humidity Malo-4 Heat Mere
41ppretliviVe.
MERAVIce AROUND 100 MARK
Chicago. June est.—Terrific heat
eontiuties with relief in sight. There
were eight deaths and forty prostra-
tions in Chicago before noon today.
Is Paducah.
Sky-gazers were the rule on the
streets of 'Paducah today, and each
speck of a cloud that promised to
hide a ray of the sweltering sun was
eagerly watched, while if ardent
wishes could have operated on nat-
ural laws, a downpour would have
followed every cloudy manifestation.
Gradually this hot spell has in-
creased In Intensity until today the
people all over the city were gener-
ally suffering. Last night a walk
along any street would have dis-
closed porches occupied by the resi-
dents at midnight and even later, be-
cause sleeping was so disagreeable
from the heat. Early this morning
the day started off with a tempera
ture of RI, the highest this season
for that time of the day.
Thermometers yesterday registered
s temperature of 96 degrees. It was
the highest this rummer and today
bids fair to go to the 100 mark. The
heat is all the more oppressive from
the enormous quantity of moisture
In the atmosphere. The sun's rays
beating down on this highly ladened
attnospbere, heats it into steam and
gives humanity a vapor bath. Not
until The temperature falls down be-
low the temperature of the rain-
clouds will any relief come. If a
eold wave could strike this humid
atmosphere rain would follow and
hardly the farmers who have been
set back so from the heavy precipita-
tion, would object to the consequent
cool-off
Prostration@ have not been report-
ed today, due to the fact that the hot
spell is yet young. If It continues
and the people gulp down quantities
of ice water, their vitality wilt be
weakened until they will drop on all
sides. 'lite physicians say that their
Patients are the worst sufferers from
this sudden hot weather.
COMING OF WARSHIPS
AROUSES PANAMANS
Panama. June 90.—The announce-
ment that the United States warship!
and marines were coming to regulate
the national election and to prevent
an outbreak, has aroused a storm
among the natives and it is acknowl-
edged means the defeat of Arias for
'president and the election of the
Amadora' candidate. The government
is using desperate methods to win
All government employes not favor-
ing Arias are being discharged and a
few have been arrested. An attempt
was made to dynamite the residence





men Tawney. of Minnesota. and Mr-
Kinley. of Minot«, are mentioned to






The swine- of the Paducah Com-
seesaws men psowier for next Wed-
nesday evening. Julie 14th, for the
purpose of giving all 011itlag to Its
members and their frieads. The boat
will leave the wharf at 8 o'clock
sharp, to run up to Senittitand and
return at 11 o'clock.
The members; of the club will be
Provided with time tickets Mei for
himself and one for a non-member
of the club It is to be strictly
stag affair and promises to be a most
plealoint occasion
Stewart Jim McNulty will have
harm! of OP refreshments tb
and Sunday, e‘ccws *whlocal boat ich will be both pleasing as
( 
Illimaktler storm. Sunday afternoon, will as of a eghgeanties nature
esjohesi temperature yesterday, 96; The tweeterj' of the dub is buev
loweet today, 70. today et.' •lut card*.
Fair and 4-.44itielived visrin lc/night
Nomination For Vice Presi- NO MORE BOOK
dency Removes Uncertainity
as to New York State,
Cincinnati, June 20.—Backers of
Arthur Vorhys left the conference
this afternoon looking disgusted and
it Is regarded as certain that Vorhys
will not be national chairman. Hitch-
cock declined chairmanehip of Repub-
lican campaign committee..
Cincinnati. June 20.—Secretary
Taft arrived here this morning and
went to the home of his brother.
Charles Taft, where he is holding a
conference with Sherman and the
sub-committee of the . national com-
mittee to arrange campaign plans.
Secretary Taft was given a great
reception upon his arrival here.
Thousands were at the union station.
Dozens of marching clubs and hum
dreds of citizens with two bands
formed a procession that escorted the
candidate to his brother's house.
Sherman and the committee arrived
before Secretary Taft. The confer-
ence will probably last all day. The
selection of a national chairman may
be made at the conference.
Chicago. June 20.—Having duly
nominated William Howard Taft, of'
Ohio. for president and James S
Sherman, of New York, for vice-
president, the Republican managers
disappeared from Chicago with mar-
velous rapidity and are already on
their way to an important conference
with the candidates, at which the
plans of the campaign will be formu-
lated.
Mr. Taft is secretary of war no
longer, having banded in his resigns-
(Continued on Page roar-)
URGES FIGHT AGAINST
'FRISCO GRAFTERS
San Francieco. June iSt —President
Roosevelt has written Rudolph
Spreckels urging a continuance of the
fight against municipal "grafters."
The president advises Spreekles and
Prosecutor Reny not to be dismay--
aged because some guilty men have
escaped punishment. as their experi-
ence is the same as everyone engaged
in "this fight." He acknowledges
great difficulties are ?acing reformers,
especially the supineness of hones'
men who ought to .Jtport theta. The
letter concludes: "DYn't be discour-
aged. don't flinch. You are in a eght
for plain decency, for the plain
democracy of people who bel eve in




Lexington, Ky.. June 20.—The
members of the state racing commis-
sion by unanimous vote decided yes-
terday to eliminate book-making
from Kentucky race tracks.
All the members of the commis-
sion were present when the meeting
was eailed to order. After a few
moments conversation Col. E. F. Clay
of Bourbon county, arose and offered
the following resolution:
"The commission believe(' it to be
the best interests of the turf to de-
mand that parimutuel machines be
used on all race courses licensed by
thin commission. All racing associa-
tions licensed by the commission are
hereby instructed to permit only the
mutuel system of betting and auction
pools on the grounds. Any violation
of this resolution will be punished by
revocation of the license."
This was at once unanimously
adopted and becomes a rule of the
Kentucky commission.
Before the adoption of the resolu-
tion Harvey Meyers, representing the
Latonia Jockey club, arose and said
that the club was losing money every
day and that they had lost $200
every day since the meeting began.
including Derby day. He insisted that
the club* be allowed to reduce the
purses or put on the books.
2 DEAD; 30 INJURED
Philadelphia. June 20.—At least
two are iJead and thirty Injured, ten
fatally, in an explosion on the Ham-
burg-American freighter Acid's
Longshoremen unloading the cargo
when the explosion occurred, were
blown in all directions or pinned un-
der the cargo. Fire followed adding
to the horror of the disaster. A dozen
men are missing and it is feared they
were either drowned or' cremated,
LAWSON OFFERS MILLIONS
FOR BRYAN'S CAMPAIGN
Boston, June 20.—k is reportee
that Thomas Lawson intends offering
to furnish Bryan a million of dollars
for the Democratic national campaign
Lawson is preparing a letter In which
It is belleed he makes the offer. The
financier favored Rowievelee renotni.
naation at Chicago.
NEGRO SEEKS TO ECOYER FARM TRADED
BECAUSE OF RECENT NIGHT RIDER SCARE
Colored Farmer of McCracken
County Claims Deed to His
H411110 Severed by Intindia
Mos.
To regain property that was sold
under unlawful pressure. suit was
filed todaY by Browning 0 Hazen,,
attorneys for Austin Howard nut his
wife, Amanda Howard, colored, to set
aside a deed made April 3, 1908.
Howard was a negro farmer at Cecil.
about live miles from Paducah, and
lilting the night rider scare be re-
ceived a notice that be must clear out
Badly frightened Howard traded his
Farm valved at $3.1100, for • farm In
Illinois. and now he seeks to set aside
the deed.
In the petition Howard alleges that
J. C. Raper approached trim and
asked him how be would like to
trade farms. He refused to consider
a trade and Raper, when he was ask-
ed If he Intended leaving Cecil. Other
disrkies had gotten notices to leave,
but Howard responded be did not
want to sell, and would not leave un-
IMP he had to.
Oontinning Howard alleges that
Raper asked film if he had gotten a
notice, and be replied "no." but be
was told that be would The follow-
ing day he received a notice, and is
the afternoon of the same day How-
ard aiii.gee that Raper paid him a sec-
ond visit, and asked him about the
notice. Howard recites that Raper
said In the constitution of tte night
riders all the Deere's in Kentucky
had to leave the state, had to leave
by July 4.
Under this pressure Howard al-
l
ieges be was induced to trade his
farm valued at $1,00.0 for the farm
ef Raper whirh is valued at about
$Gef), and $60 to boot The farm is





and Mrs. Roosevelt and children.
Ethel cad Quentin, started for Oyster
Bay this Moraine A big crowd of
officials aid friends attended them to
the station. All official papers and
household goods were shipped earlier
is the week. The president expects
to spend a quiet summer at the coun-
try home
Chicago Deserted.
Chicago, June 2.0.—The city is de
sorted by convention visitors today
The exodus began won after the con-
vention adjourned. The Loarwerfas
mid Tilt's relatives started this morn-
ing for Cincinnati, where they will
hold a family reunion tomorrow
RESIDENCE THREATENED
Fire was discovered hurnAng the
residence of Mrs Sarah Augustus, of
1444 North Sixth street, last neetst hr
Patrolmen Barber and Merray An-
alarm was given to the fire depart-
ment, and companies Nos 3 and 4
answered. The firs. was of an Incen-
diary nature, as Mrs Auguetus had
received a warning eeveral rears ago
that her hmise would he set Mere
The patrolmen were keeping an eye
on the building., and when a bright
light wiis the' siarm WWI even
The fire departrusnt had the blase
lifittinguished in R abort while, while
thie lose will amount te a few dollars
-A pile of raga that had been leaked
In oil was used to start the are The
pollee are working on the ease and






of History Making Body
of Republicans.
Postmaster Fisher Prominet t
in Convention Councils,
WEIJ. PLEASED WITH RESULT
•%•11•••••
Weary from the exacting work of
the convention but satisfied with He
reselts. F. Si. Fisher, Dr. haat
Boyd and the other Paducehans sal
west Kentuckians who attended the
Chicago national Republican (maven-
tion. returned this morels( at 7:41
o'clock. • •
Kentucky was more conspicuous
in this convention than in any Is the •
history of the party. Governor Will-
son is admitted on all hands to have
made an Impression on the polttleal
leaders there that will be extremely
valuable to him later on. His speech'
against the adoption of the mutilation
reducing the representation of meth- •
ern states in the party's councils.
made him at once the hero of the
southern Republicans and a marked
man among the northern members.
F. Si. Fisher did not win the elec-
tion for national committeeman. but
In the selection of Judge Burnam,
Mr. Fisher got Pt staunch friend IS
the position. Mr Fisher showed such
remarkable strength in the race that
the higher party managers will take
care of him In an entirely satisfac-
tory way in the future. He was at
all times a conspicuous man In the
hotel lobbies and in the convention
work, being frequently in consulta-
tion with Frank H. Hitchcock and
 r•i••••
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Instil Court.
Essie Tucker has sued Bud Tucker
for a divorce, alimony in the sum of
81,0040 and the custody of their child.
She alleges cruel treatment and separ
ation. Judge Reed granted her
prayer for an at t ach melt against her
huaband's i.rperil.
Not Riley ettewart.
' In an article published recently in
reference to the Calloway county
night rider troubles the name of
Riley Stewart was inadvertently used
in connection with the reported dis-
appearance of Joe Bell, when the
name should have been Wiley Stew-
art, as there happens to be a Riley
Stewart living in Paducah who has
had no connection with the night
rider troubles. Correction was made
next day after the article was pub-




Business this week has been right
on the grade of normal. and business
men are preparing for a busy autumn
The clearings this week were $853.-
440, which is a decrease of but $2,3.-
000 from the year of 1906. Last
year's figuree were not obtainable,
but this week has been normal with
.last year. Business In every line is
picking up, and the wholesale gro-
cers, dry goods merchants, hardware
and tobacco business men say that
business is coming around the corner
and by fall the sales will be normal.
Statistics of the railroads show that
36,000 more oars are is use, welch
reveals bow trade IS gaining
Farmers are busy with their crop*,
and are not coming to the city. but
the market has shown up wonderfully
this week.
AIME






• • • el • VICIr•  •
This ballot inert property
filled out and brought or mailed
to the Contest Department of
The Sun will count as one
vote






I. C. SCORES FIRST
IN CONTROVERSY
With City Over Street Improv•
Ito lit
THE PADLICAU
CoLD lilaga • tiLlIaC
USW- rivet thars Wee ow too Bald
Wee& In the Seigle MOW
The people who come hack from
Klondike testify to the fact that no.
native bald heads are there. The eve'
deuce is thet the cold climate kills
the germs that eat the hair off at the
root. Lieut. Perry, who went to the
Arctic Regions. gives the same evi-
dence. Newbro's Herpleide has the
same effect as the cold climate. It
Humid of public Works itri„,,..d 4.,0  kills the germ that
 eats the hair off
ironer From cunt/viol and Leo, at the roots. 
and the hair grolup
turns Guaranty (beck.4 again. Herpicide is 
the first hair
remedy huit upo41 the principle of
destroying the germ that eats the
!hair off. Its phenomenal sale &moo-
ORDSH NEw Bum gugmfrrEDistrates the 
corre.tness of the scalp
germ theory. Sold ny leading drug-
gists. Two sizes. 50e and $1.00.
Sent, 10c in stamps for sample to
Round one in the fight of the 1111- 1 The Herpicide Co.. Detroit
, Mich -
stela Central railroad against the city B. W. Walker Co.. Special Agent..
over the improvement of Water,
tercet was won by the railroad yels-1
terday afternoon when the hoard 01'1
WOlic works released Contractor T.
.J. Sale from his contract to make the,
IMproveiment for 21.376 and restored
to him his guaranty check of $100.
New bids were ordered and It is 
AYLIL 4.'ARRY WOODMEN 01 THE
certain now that they will be higher
than any of those previously submit-
because any contractor who bids
Ibis time will do so with the full un-,'Hundred. Nig Atwood lave-dies t/ee-
glerstanding that he will have to sue
the railroad for his money. He will "lawn" a
t tirmve 
of iewtel"4"
know also that his guarantee check 
BeimUes.
will be forfeited if he tries ,to With-
draw. The bids will be received
'July 7. 1 The Illinois Central Railroad corn-
Contractor Sate agreed to sign the1.. areed to run a special trete
contract if the city would guaranteely-DY -1146 
-g 
to him his money in any suit thatil° Wkag°' KY- StuidaY 
morning leer- 
the Union depot at 9 o'clock
,
;Mg for.
might arise, but this the board of -the Woodmen of the World who go
works was not prepared to do. Other,down to unveil the rnonutueat of the
contractors present said they won:cil iate Samuel Beadles. The train will
bid agtua, but with higher figures. leave Winne at 5 o'clock for Padu-
SPECIAL TRAIN
WOULD TO WIN().
This will mean that the railroad will
have to pay more for the improve-
ment than they would have paid to
Contractor Sale. If they lose the suit.
City Buyer Ed Miller was ordered
cab.
PILES! PILES? PULAS!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
to contract for all the city horse-
cure Blind. Bleeding and Itching Piles
It absorbs the tumors, allays itching
shoeing, tool sharpening and similar •
Hans, in the same way he buys other
city suppler.
The board notified the Southern
Bitalithie company to sign the con-
tract for the Broadway and Jefferson
street improvements from Ninth to
Eleventh streets. immediately so that
the streets will be completed by cold
weather.
Hide for the Tenth street improve-
trient, paving and pavements. will be
received July 7. It is for one block
between Broadway and Kentucky
avesiut After adjourning, the board
event to Farley Place with Mr. G. W.
Eatterjoka to Inspect his work In
[root. ot Mr. Fred Smith's property.
;,."Kles me, my dear," said her hus-
bead in a thick tone of voice
"It Isn't necessary," replied hie
wtte. "I can tell you've been drink-
lag without tbail."-Detroit rate Press
Indianapolis next week to appear be-
fore the United States circuit court
for the Ayer-liord Tie company in a
suit against the Gray Tie company.
The case has been presented once be-
fore Judge B. Anderson in the United
States district ..ciurt at Evansville.
and oral argument will he made ate
this hearing. July 26. The point at.
issue is the fulfillment of a tie con.
tract by the Gray Tie company and
Involves a considerable amount of
money.












x- At the first sug-
gestion of summer
weather, let the ran.




in a corner of the kitchen and at once the family boiling,
frying and baking may be clone with comfort, became
the New Perfection" delivers the heat under the kettle
aidowe you want it and not about the room where you don't
want it. • Made in three sizes, each capable of an astonishing








mellow, strong,. continuous. No
beton hop Is made for e.erv houaehold um If not at yogi





'whipped 'array Team Are
Beaten 6 to II.
Third (inane the Home Teem Has
Tatra laa Two Tatn. be ID*
Holland Invincibles
L.4.114iE t HoWD A1 THE tiAMb.
Covered with dust. and elory inc
Paducah Indians returned from Teter
ray last night after giviag a thor-
ough licking to the Murray baseball
team by a score of 6 to 0. Chief
John Hollan is especially happy over
the good work of his brave, as the
Murray team was strong, having lost
three games in two years. and had
gained the name of invincible,. Mur-
ray tried hard to wia yesterday up
to the last inning, even to save them-
selves from a dose of whitewasii, but
the slant and twists of Runyan were
Nal as raLESULig ha the last inning as
in the first.
The game was called at 4 o'clock.
and a large crowd of Joingry baseball
fans were cheering the two teants
The Indians did not waste Utne, anti
in the first war detace they ecored
Cooper was first up and was WI, get-
ting first station. Willie Doldbanker
fanned the air Cooper swiped second
base and when Blakemore sacrificed
Cooper went on to third base. Hart
smacked one over the centeellield
fence for a home run, and two danc-
ing Indians crossed the pan. Brahic
walked and went to third on Block's
double. Robinson ended the larking,
by going out from short to first,'
leaving two men on bases.
Goose eggs Were drawe for the
next four innings, but, in the state
Hart singled past third. and went to
secoad bag on a neat sacrifice of
Brahic. Block hit a hot one to abort
who could not handle it, and (area
wild to third. and Hart raced home
with his second run Williams hit
a DrettY curve for a niggle to center.
at once, acts as a poultice, gives In-
stant re:ief. Williams' Indian Pile
Ointment is prepared for Piles and
Itching of the private parts. Sold hr
druggists. mall 60e and $1.00. Wil-
liams' M'f'g. Co.. Props., Oleveland,O.
FIMIERAL COURT
• AT INDIAN.4.POLLS.
_ _Attorney_e__C. Grantham will go toand Block was tagged 
at the twine
pee on a close decision.
Runyan was first up in the seventh
and he walked, as did Cooper Gore-
namer hit a single and the bags were
filled with nose out. Blakemore hit
to the pitcher, forcing Runyan out at
the plate. Hart fanned and the
catcher threw wild to thiad to catch
Cooper, aad as the shortstop got
the ball he threw It away and Gold -
earner counted as well as Cooper ln
the eighth inning the scoring ended
Block failed to connect but Robin-
  son got • single and stole secolid
Williams for the second time banged
one to left, and Robinson landed on
third Williams stole second lust
Runyan lit one to center field Rob-
inson scored on the throw in. but
Cooper fanned, and the Indians de-
cided six tallies were enough
Murray looked dangerous several
times. but Runyan mined he head, and
hr grand tossing the whitewash was
spread on thick As Murray, a
bard bitting team. only got three hits
he work is shown, whine Paducah




The Steamer Dick Fowler offers tie
hest inducements for a day's outing,
either on the river or for picnics,
landing parties close to the fishing
bikes between Paducah 2nd Cairo.
Cheap rates named on application to
S. A. Fowler or Given Fowler.
Elegant Orchestra on the Boat All the Time
Score: ft H Z
Paducah 6 Du 2
Murray'   i 3
Biallerisa - Aswan and Bloch:
Gatlin, Davis and Hay. Struck out
-By Ruyan. II; by °stria. 3; by
Davis, 2. Base on balls-By Runyan.
1; by (Utile, 3. Hit by ball-By
Davis. I. Singles-Ooldnamer, 2;
Hart. 2: Williams, 2: Hay. Davie and
Miller. Two balm kits- 111ergit. 21
Cooper. Home run-Hart.
The teams Hoed up as follows:
11wdaintb-sPooPer, 2b: doldnauter
lb; ItIstetiors. 111'; Hart, if :_.Brahic,
3b: Mock. c: Robinson. es; Williams,
cf; Runyan, p,
Murray-Hay. c, Pace, 2b. and 3b,
Outchen, se; Davis, 3b. and p , Downs
lb: Miller, cf; Diuguld, rf; Barton,
If; Gatlin, p: Conk, rf. - Davis began






Philatielpbta. 0, Chichinstl, 5.
New York. 6, Ctiltaffo, 3
Brooklyn. 3; Pittsburg. 2.
Dorton, 3. St. Isouni. 6.
Anwriean League.
Chicago. 6, Boston. 4
rleveland-Philadelpbia. rain.
et bout*, 4, New York, 0
Antietam' Amodation.
Minneapolis, 1. Toledo, 16
Kenna. City, I; Columbus, I
innings
St Paul, 5. Louisville 11.
le A TIOP( 1, ILF.A011111.
Steadies.
Clubs. W. L.
chtrago •  • 1
Pittaberg .. I 21
t'incinnati   27 22
New York 27 24
Philadelphia ... 22 24
Bogen 24 29
At Louts 21 24





and you and \ our t. ()HAI- are limp
as rags; when your mouth and throat
are the only dry spots on you and you
are very, very thirsty, there's just one
thing to do- -
Drink
It will freshen you up-please your palate and quench








Boston. June 2.0 -Numerous er-
rors by fet. Louis and timely linden
by the locale 'milled Benton to win.
Score: RHE
Boston  10 1
at. Louis   114 7
Batteries - Lindeman and Smith:
Karver and Ludwig •
ho. New Yogi.
NW York, June 20.-Tthiely bat-
ting by New York defeated Chicago
&Ore:
Chicago   3 10 4
New York  6 3
Batteries -- PP-islet said Kling;
Crandall god Bresnahan.
At Woollen.
- Bcookland. June Lei The horn.
club defeated Pittsburg in the hardest
played game of the season The
same was In doubt until the lam novo
was retired
Score R H
Pittsburg ... 2 a 3
Brooklyn  3 4 2
Batteries - Leaver and Gibson.
Rucker and .Bergen
At PhRadladdia.
PbiladelpWa. .inne lid Cincinnat.
defeated Pbnadelphie by Molex Mor.
en erectly while the home team failed
tee get men past II to.t bek.o.
Scar.: RHE
Cincinnati... 5 5* 1
PhiltiCiplila . . 0 3 2
Midler/ea 4 'tun libel I and -fedi let .
Moren and Posen and Dann any
Jag-Miro+
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-







  3 21 All
VillieUZe nd 31 23 574
Pt Louis 31 24 514
Detroit 28 2$ .621
New York . ... 24 29 .03
Philadelphia .444
....26 32 .411
Washington . ..20 33 .377
At IR. Lath.
St. Louis. June 211 At. Lou
is
made It two streiffht Is the aortae de-
feating New York.
goore R HI
SIL Louis  4 1 0
Ow 'fork . . . . . 
Batteries Dineen and Stephens;
Chador° and Vaugban and Kielnow
aid Blair. 
Among lb* Indh•tments returned
was one against Oano Warder, who
lives here now, but who was formerly
At (nalrego. hal of Or:leer. charging hint with
(lairego J 20 Boston rellied lleing a member of the band of night
in the ninth but a (-bang, of p.tehelki riders that raided Hopkinaville on
stopped theta and Chicago wou the night of December 4 In the in-
Score R H E




van. Winter and Crider.
BI-TOWN IMIBRAL
(W GIAILUIVE. El., 111101(.:TIM VOIR
Allan MOM.
tibrustian 4 48441, 11444, Wing'. 104
Again•i Htior‘r.stegr
I 44napall).
ilopklusv1110. my., J'Ing 3/4- The
At Et. Paul.
1.0 paid, June 20 The alldn.-es
of crohring and Miller and leinehed
kits off Harris In the last two In-
shore gave Louisville the firm game
of the aeries
Score: H Z
St Paul  ,It 11 5
Lcsuisrille  11 14 0
Battertee- Gehring, miller, Harris
and moyers Puttnian and Laughlin
At Indlanapolle.
Incitheapolls, June 2'.i Indian/tree
lie-Milwaukee genie teIIonel, rain.
Double header tomorrow
Kennedy's Laxative Clough Syrup la
the one that children like no well to
take as it taster; nearly as good as
maple sugar. It ants gently yet
freely on the bowels and thereby
It drives the cold out of the system.
It Is geld by all druggists.
"Three of my girls are In love."
"What are you going to In about
HT"
"Order longer dining room table,
1 guess " -Louisville C,onrier-Tenr-
nal.
grand Puy for this term of circuit
court made their anal report 
'resterdey afternoon and were encased from
further service.
diet:Dent the _name), given as Wa-
ters. Mr. Warder was arrested by
deputy Sheriff J. W. Smith at Wain
and Seventh streets and be arringed
Mr tbe $1.000 bond last &Ott and
was released
The International Harvester com-
pany was Indicted on one count for
atisswa conthinstlim for the mirpone
of fixing•aad controlHag the peter on
harvesting machinery Tbla le the
first indictment eticit has ble.n re-
turned in Chrlitian county against
this eastern The saws of seven
men, some farmers and prone dealer.,
and one of whom lives at Clark:Mlle,
are gives as witnesses
The town of Petrels's. twelve mem
from hers, and the birthplace of Jet.
Verson Davis. was indicted on the
charge of mainl•I•1•• • oul••••• It
I. allerni In lb. indicineent that the
city antboritire have mooned a had
mudbole to roman In the eteret for
*hoet two years
The ell men who sere arrested
several day. ago on warrants frivol
the e:•unts court, I e . George Fiariees,
Diner Barnes. Ern Jones, Jonea
I' I \ick Ginson and .1 II Hen
derma. charging them with being
night riders and whipping John Winks
a lobules buyer, were not indicted
A verdict for $10 was ;even against
the Western Union Telegraph ram-
party in the suit brought by T
Bell. The plaintiff atirged that •
rnengage notifying him of the death
of hie sister visa not delivered as
promptly as It Pbould have been, He
prayed for $501.
DeWitt's Kidney and !Vedder Pills
are prompt and thorough and will in
a very short lime strengthen the
weakened kidneys. Sold by all
druggists.
A soldicr isn't necessarily a gene-
ral because he is a general favorite,
No man who (ledge,' his earthly
taxes can :ay up treasurea in bereea
une Dose
1.)Ffen a single dose of Ayers Cherry ['octet al
at bedtime will completely control the aigio
coughs of children. It is a strong tuedi•
ctn., a doctor's medicine, entirely free from
A,4imird„.6„00,0„..,,,,,w,nese end skohol. Made. only for disease, of the
just e,eraieti Pie thrd„nkt.:f4.11;ft.enrow., a brOCIon 




Chicago's Great European liotel
The Virginia
Abasiatigy fireprosL tales. CM and ep
A bigh-chtss Trao.tont mon Reptrientlal Hotel. lesa••••t
iphyt tolft re nye city- n.-.r th..I mite, con vpriterit to twkitttftfyil
114"ftr.ssis arseits• eeten• • te.reemi tehails. marble.,
heietirei estuary Ilind t.lhCtvalres.vt- elbow tintotv tat
lessee emestatereems, sIngje ores stilt, L. Artieht ii.
er10 Opeaf cul&Ist. Retry convenience th•t troNerits ti
00 owns, 44sac5n5 patrau Far Ilsosish trials city noise Ng
testi ,t1 Yflt *Wm tea %MOW walk al ba•In•••• ,eriApt.
At way) laglinsw:11 tak• •,,‘ 44,44
rig ,tert chi lig Mbarnis. meek It tftet.









setae RD ill .1f•Nt I.
 June  
Millinery Clearance Sale
We vvi'l begin our clearance sale Satur•
day, June 20th, and will continue 114111C
Iita all trimmed and untrimmed hats are
dosed out. at Jst one-half the regular
pi ice; also have a few imported patterns
at greatly reduced prices. A few dozen
hanesome roars, all i good shades, worth
$1 25 and $1 75 per bunch, to close uut
at 50c and 75c.
MRS. A. C. CLARK
With L. B. Ogilvi• ClCo.
The Week In Society.
EN HAM. TL.
**What lalhe road to
heart?'
Tell ate the 'way,
Traveler gray,
Miether to journey and
shirt,
Answer me truly, pritYl-
-Start from Life's beach,
the hill
ahat crowils the bay
Of childish Wei.-
eairt the Lake of Dreams and
the Rill
(if I-slighter *re
attractions of the park were enjoyed.
The party wart composed of: Misses
a maiden's Stella. Karges, Alice Roarer. Ruth
Kaorgel. Autoinette and Christy Kolb
Ethel Seauant, Ruble Kolb, Katherine
Rock. I)ne Vogel, Katherine Stein-
whence to haute, Majorie and Florence Main-
men; Messrs. John Ilinkliffe, Alvin
and Prank Fetter. Harry blue Chester
Kerth The pasty was chaperoned by
and climb- Misses Pauline Roth and Rosa Kolb.
German Thar/Any Evening.
The Genitalia club gave the oeeond
crow sunstaier dance at Walace park pavil-
ion on Thursday eveelug. It was a
fuu star.
.ire to the right by the trysting-
elle
In the meadowg gay
W th scented hay
Thet ia made 'nese* the - sun of a
maiden's smile
Of twi et and transient ray.
And tho' it rata, yet meat yOU- nAir
1.-.1 fond Moray
es Veer quest betray.
Fur love wit& impels will she ensnare,
evadelier-slathe lwait-A-er-ii-stme •
• Tien will you not lead me. pilgrim
L. I- should stray "
-Ate strauger. any!.
My path lie. in December teed,
Yeur Watt a thee the( Mat
F.:damn" Olkli rist
Society Eatertaierel fur Violators.
Its honor of Mra. (Warless Q. C.
I.. Ogle of i'hiceero. Mrs. Mildred Davis
.:v, retitled the• Woman's Foreign MU
elunery society of the Broadway 'Meth
edist church at her home. 62,1 Ken-
y--111ohteete_
THE IIADUCAH EVENING SUN.
For the pleasure of Miss Hazelle
Johthoo, the attraetive gueet of Miss
Balder Smith, Mrs. Roy W. McKinney
entertained at cards on Wednesday
evening at her home, 19Mt Jefferson
street. Field daisies were featured in
the decorations, which carried out a
color scheme of yellow and white.
Orange lee and white cake contirru-
ing the idea, were sleeved. Postearda
suggee:ing Cubld were used for the
tally cards and the prize was a bunch
of white carnatione. Invited to inie.t
Mass Johnson were: MAKS eitaselle
Johnson. Hickman; Misses Helen Van
Meter, Mary Cave, Elizabeth Bos-
well, Saidee Strath, Margarethe Car-
navy, Martha Cope; Gladys Coburn,
C,atherlie Donovan, Dcirthy Lang-
staff. Catherine Quigley, Lucia Pow-
ell, Elisabeth Kirkland, Rebecca.
Smith; Messrs. Jim McGinnis. Frank
Donovan, Robeet Fisher. Reuben
Bagby. Bregory Hartle Gus Elliott,
John Donovan, Will Powell, Clyde
Wailes. George Wallace, Will Bell,
delightful evening, tne German being James Langstaff, Edwin Randle and
danced and led by Mr. James Lang- Mseter Cooper Weeks.
staff. Hillman's baud played. At-
reline the dance were Messrs. and Slialialler Opting.
litemianies Victor Voris, Will Webb, Several sot-lety boys and girls plan-
Edward Bringburst, John Barniager, ned and carTied out one of the most
eleadanies 0. le Gregory. C. B. Hat- pleasant summer diversions this week
field, L. & 010tiVell; Misses Faith In a trip bp the Tennessee river on
the steamer Clyde. They left Wed-
nesday evening and will yeturn Mon-
day evening. The girls are members
of the "Sewing Bee" and carried ma-
gith them for fancy egg
sewing. Ws. R. Coleman, tit
Jefferson street, chaperoned the par-
langataff, Jeanette Potter, Roble Lov
lag Nana Hatfield. Lillian Gregory,
Gene Morris. Hazel McCandless.
Dorothy langataff. Mary Cave, Phil-
Hughes, Elsie Hodge, Helen Hills
Henri A ken t, %elite May Rascoe, Ells
Sehree, Florence Loeb, Major'.
Loving and Garnett Buckner; Messrs. ty which Included: Misses Blanche
Cherie's K. Hay, of Dauvhlle, Ky.; Mille, Belle Cave. Ethel Brooks,
Warren Sights, Clay Kidd. James Lillie Mae Winstead, May Owen.
Laneetaff. Chas. Rieke, Sam Hughes. Rolls Coleman and Fannie Coleman;
Hearth Reed, A. Y. Wren, Milo Meyers. David Koger, John Brookes
Aleott. Will Rudy. Milton Waller- H. C. Foes, Fred Wade, Hank Dewey,
stets, Will Haber. Robert Guthrie. Frank Boone. Walter Iverson and
Charles IhkWorthen, .1. B. Wenger. Wallace Well.
Stuart Sinnott, J. W. Thomson Robert ,
Wallace, Will litinklege Diauglas Bag-
by. H. C. Foas and Dr. 1.M. Howell.
•-_
earthier Wedding Announced.
After keeping their welding a se-
ret for c 'any nine months, Miss
t ii• ks a ernitft, Un Wednestagy after-4 chriet fur  yet erron , of Minden, Neh,
3. ion. Mrs. legh formerly was a end Mr. James Adam Murray, at that
meniber of the society, and she gave city, announced -their marriage to
aii Ins restingtalk on the nessionary friends today. wait* took place In
%elk in her Cliieago church. This Maiwaukee last September 28. The
followed by e reime front Mr*. announcement ratite as a complete
irrailk Lewin on the anneal conference' surprlse to their trends. as the sews
of the society. Ices and rakes were had not leaked out, Mr. Murray's
oterv-ed. for 
the r•-•1114-Wo arer—Ws. mother and alert* did not know o•f--'fb•-e-
e--ee-- marriage unel two weeks Agee
IPark Sapper- MlaS Petereon was. on • visit to rel-
In complinsent to their guests. Miss solves in Ctiii-ago last summer, wbile
Sella Karges. of Evaniyille, and Xlss Mt. Marray was engaged on ainstruc-
.4:Ice Barret% of Cairo. the M:sees eon work On Saturday afternoon.
Marjorie and Florence Memnien. of September 21. they quietly, vela to
South Fifth street entertaned at Wal- Milwaukee and were tarried at
lase pare on Wednesday evening with ;'• IS o'clock In the Cavalry Presby- tractive in pea Japanese silk em-I noon at her home. Fourth and Harrl-
-a picnic sups. r. Boating and other r 4 hureh the pastor. the lies broidered In pansies. She earried a 'son woe**. in a .pares_glyen in honor one of the an
Niihau' X. Gaabbia. The witneepes bouquet. Mr. Roth Bell was beet
were sworn to secrecy, and the couple man, and the bride's brother, Mr. J.
returned to Chicago. Mr. Murray re- W. Taylor, gave her away.
Little Miss Dorothy Thomas assist-turned from Chicago In .January, and
be and his bride will need*. is Padu- ed Dr. Sullivan In the ring ceremony.
cab. She was dressed in %bite with pink
nest/Tide is a petite blonde, and a sash, bows, shoes and stockings. Af-
splendid type of the western girl. Shp ter the ceremony the bride and groom
s Well educated and her happy dapo- were assisted III reeelying line by Mrs.
aithan Itas endeared her to a wide Fannie Taylor, mother of the bride,
circae of friends. She will find a Mrs. Charles Frederick and Mile Kate
hearty w.elcome in her new home. Grogan. Misses John and
When married she wore a becoming May Fredrick served punch and Mr.
Wavellitg suit of blue. Rey Gresbam kept the guest book, as-
Mr. kLurray is one of Paducah's slated by Miss May Frederick. A re-
beet young buoiness nsen, and socially caption was given later at the Palmer
be is one pf the most popular. He House, and the cottple left at 1:30
.s the secretary and treasurer of the o'clock over the Illinois Central for
Paducah Brick and Tile company, Louisville and Cincinnati, and *Pon
and s trustworthy young man. fie Is their return will live at 919 Clay
the son of Mrs. John Murray, of street.
South Seventh street. —4—
Mr. Murray will leave this evening illeasitiful Monte Weddleg.
Mt la o'clock for Chicago to meet In a ii0111* wedding of iamb charge
his bride, and they will return Tees- Mass Jea.nnette Campbell, daughter of
day' to Paducah to reside. 'They will Judge and Mrs. James Campbell, of
Make their home at 1439 South 519 North Seventh street, was mar-
Tenth street, sled last Monday morning at 11
o'clock to Mr. Horace W. Shinn, by
Card Party for Viaitone the Rev. W. E. Cave, of the First
Presbyterian church.
Miss Caeapbell wore a gown of
whlteennialin trimmed in lace, and
was married without a veil. The only
Attendants were -Mr. James Campbell,
aro and Mrs. Clitupbell, who acted as
best man and metros of berme The
relatives of the couple and intimate
friends witnessed the ceremony,
Following the ceremony a couree
ItMeheon with served to the bridal
party and Melted guests. The decote-
tio carried ate a beautiful color
acheme. At 6:14t o'cleek in the even-
ing Mr. and Mrs. Shinn left over the
III:nois Central. railroad for Chicago
on a wedding trip, and on their return
they will live with Mr. and Mrs.
James Campbell. Jr., at their country
home in Arcadia.
Flag Day Party.
Flag jay was appropriately remem-
bered in a party given on Monday af-
ternoon by Miss !Attie Smith and Mrs.
Clarence Bennett to the members of
their primary department classes of
the Broadway Methodist cburch. Miss
Smith's lawn and house were decor-
ated in cut flowers and potted plants
with red, white and blue bunting, and
United States flags in profusion. A
real cherry tree was on the lawn with
a hatchet illustrating the well-known
Washington incident. The children
were served with ices and cakes for
refrethmeete,
Mrs. Bennett pead a selection, "Our
American Flag." Misses Mary and
Anosi Smith sang a pretty duet, fol-
lowed by Miss Lucy Moore, who told
"The story of the Flag." Miss Lucy-
ette Soule slang a solo, "Hall to Old
Glory," and Miss Mary Byrd played
a piano solo composed of a medley
of national airs. A recitation. "The
Flag of Betsy Does," was given by
Was Roth Johneon and the children
115firi4.11 a chorus, singing, "Amer--
lase Souvenirs of small flags were
Taylor-Illackhunt, given to each guest.
For beauty of detail the wedding
of Min Audrey Gertrtide Taylor. and Evening Party..
Mr. Clifford Blackburn on last Tues-j, For the pleasure of the young peo-
day evening at a:int o'clock at the i ple in their neighborhood, Mr. and
home of Maw M. E. Ham. 313 'Nor.10 1 Mrs. Frank Leeder, 924 Clay street,
Sixth street, was notable. Tbe Rev. Isentertained ser 
0, T. Sullivan. of the nIroadwaY wIth a delightful party. The house
Methodist church, performed the cere was decorated in green and white and
'refreshing ices and cake were served,
The house was elaborately decor- , The guests were: Misses Halite Ross,
sled for the occasion. Preceding the Nola Hall, Stet's Ross, Bessie Lou
ceremony Mr. Frank Cheek ..eang Watts, Lizzie Moore. S. L. Jackson.
"Because." and Miss Ruby Lamb, Myrtle Adams and Messrs. Mae Bre-
wing "0 Promise Me." Miss Lambtesan. Charles Heardy. Rupert Main-
played the Mendelsohn wedding 'son, Athol Robertson, Joseph (lour-
march for the processional. Mieslieux, Will Kenzie. Mrs. L. Snyder
Taylor wore. white chiffon over taffeta !was chaperone.
made with a train. and trimmed in!
lace and satin bands. She carried :1' mho gem, Entertained owe.
bouquet of bride's roses. Mies Caro- The A. B. C. club was the guest of
line Ham, the maid of honor, was at- Mite Saidee Smith on Tuesday after
seseememetewseerwillelliallemilmatiallr-'
of Miss Massa* Johaisoa. at Mohr/
Man. It was a lawn party with green
and white aliessalipas. In wile& tie
pepu:ar daisy predominated. Sign-
men refreshments of icei and cakes
were served. Atteeding the party
were: Misses Catherine Quigley,
3ffertha Cope, Helen Van Meter, Mary
Bondurant, I.ucyette Soule, Irma
Yelser, Plumate Loeb, liciaothy Lang
staff, Mari Cave, Wien Rills, Helen
Powell. L.1111110 Abbott. Gladys Co-
burn, Catheithe Donovan, Elizabeth
Haswell. Julia Dalai,, Mantis Bauer,
Ethel Stgats, Maegerethe Carnary
and Mrs. W. K. Coolridg'e, of Mem-
Phis.
Off to Shiloh.
Another plea•ant river trip was an-
ranged by Mrs. John Dorian for a
number of the pupils of her school.
The party left Wednesday evening on
the 'steamer Clyde for the Tennessee
river trip, and will make the Shiloh
national park and battlefield their
especial destiaatloa. This they will
study historically. In the party were:
Misses Marceline Budde, Margaret
Lydon, Jessie Gourieux, Averye Gour- 1
lens, Elizabeth Robinson, Nelllq Gro-
gan, Emma Cremeens, Mary Dorian,
and Mesdames B. B. Bradley, Katie
Weitlauf, Lulu Bright, Kate Grogan,
and Messrs. Pat Edward Grogan,
Conroy Dorian. Charles Dorian, Will
Iseman, Fowler Post and Radford
Campbell.
Cimino assent Tonight.
Mr. Richard Scott And a company
of Paducah musical talent will be
seen in an entertainment at the
Casino, Wallace park, this evening
tor the benefit of the First Christian
church. The evening will be featured
by an original vaudeville sketch by
Mr. Scott and Bra. David Flournoy.
Soloists Wilis Band.
Accompanying Innate' band will be
several prominent soloists who make
the concert more interesting by their
work. They are: Miss Virginia Liste-
mann, soprano. heard with the band
last year; Elaine De Sellem, con-
tralto: Signor Ears, baritone; Signor
Pezsetti, tenor, end H. J. Williams.
harpist.
Cairo Weddhar.
Miss Grace Sutherland and Mr.
Raymond •Irvine were married in
Cairo at the Presbyterian church in a
wedding of Much beauty. Both are
well known in Pedtleah, where they
have visited frequently.
When yeq need Something to take
take it promptly for the stomach, but
take something you know is reliable
—something like KodOL For Dys-
pepsia and Indigestion. Kodol ie
pleasant to take; it is reliable and is





ismairy is to Ha Made tato Rwiatiaa-
shit, of NEM Oriental Dealers Iowa
Illinois Central Railroad.
New Orleans, Le., June 2st.—At
least three men connected with fruit
Interests of New Orleans have reeeiv-
ed subpoenas to appear before the
federal grand jury in Chicago. They
are L. Vaccaro,' of the Vaccaro
Steamship company, A. S. Urban,
manager of the Planters' Steamship
company and W. H. Harding, chief






"CERTIFIED MILK AND CREAM"
The only dairy in Weekist, lietitecky produce rig t
TIFIEI/ SANITARY MILK AND CREAM," trout TrArti
_Jersey Cows. Entire herd tested and foUtiti fng tram tuber
culosis and all other disease.
LLk sad Cream delivered in sterilized glass bottles, iree
from eoatamiontios and filth.
The ONLY dairy to McCracken county built upon
strictly SANITARY principles.
Orders for Milk and Cream promptly attended b.,. Teie
phone 1189-3 old phone.
Our motto: -keg tbe eheapaut but the best."
A visit to our dsiry will Convince you of tbio. Vitiating
hours from 2 to 8 p. to.
Parties wanting milk and cream please notify
VICTOR GREIF, Manager.
Untaint Fruit compariy.-Al base been-
ordered to appear June 241.
Asked about the munitions. Mr.
Vaccaro said: "I have not the slight-
eat Idea what evidence the federal
grand jury could expect me La give
regarding either the fruit or steam-
ship business."
It is reported here, however, that
an inquiry Is to be made into the re-
lationship of the United Fruit com-
pany and the Illinois Central m".road.
Several fault men here believe charges
of rebating or violation of the Sher-
man law will be the outcome of the
envestigatioa. - -- - ' '•
I do not know of any 1.401011 for
cie elug these wneaes s unleec there ist
be an investigation into the prac-
tice of certain roads of granting pass-
es to men accompanytng "are of fruit
from southern ports," said Utast:tut
District Attorney James H. Wilker-
son last night. ' "There "Re alt anis-
tigation some time ago alone tTis
line. but nothing came o': It."
If the Innocent bystander had been
attending to his own business it





Proofs of death reatim. home office. No delay or red tape about.
the settlement of COMMONWEALTH Industrial Policies. They are
paid PROMPTLY and IN FULL—no matter when death outman
Other companies pity only one-lesif if aspired dies within one year
from date of policy. Read the following letter;
Louisville, Ky.; June 9, 190g.
COMMONWEALTH LIFE IN3URANCE CO., Louisville, Ky.
Gentlemen:—I want to thalk you for your promptness in set-
tling claim under policy No. 55142 on the life of my little boy,
Harry Blackburn, who died June 4, as the proofs of death were
not turned in to your °Mee until the morning of the 9th and the
same day I received settlement of same.
Assuring you that I appreciate your promptness in this male
ter and will at all times recommend the Commonwealth to those
desiring Insurance, as It treats Its policy holders fairly and
promptly. Very truly yours,. •
BLAC'KlittRN Beneficiary
All Industrial Policies Fully Paid Up at Age 75.
%% rile a postal eartl to Geo. 14. Fiend, Superintendimt of lisle..
trial iserarethut, Eagle l5titisling. sixth ant! Itreedway, Paducah, Ky.,
said en agent will be glad to ,all And •tplaia fishy the newsy esebaslas
featurte of tesallefONWEALTH Inauranete luu du nut obligase years
km say way by talking it titer.





J. D. PCINAMS, Pers.; JUDGE MATT 0•DOHICRTV. First Vire
Prrft.; IL .1( oH \SON, Sec. and Treas.; Da. J. W. (11'144T,
Diseetheti GREGORY & WHENItle, Genl, Cbuitael; J. M.
QttINN, Maaagri of tgencies. LOUIS 0. RIMSELL. Manager as.
dustrial Departnieut.
Mitre ncerns of the _44111111111111.11111121111111.11111111116 
GREAT BARGAINS HERE THE COMING WEEK
Monday This Store  Begins a 1908 Series of Important Summer _ Sales
This 190$ seriis involves not only one, fwo or three lines of merchandise but sweeps the whole store, taking in seasonable, wanted merchandise from every section. In
preparimg for this series of Summer Bargain Sales trade conditions have been most favorable for us. At no other time in recent years have we had such advantageous buy-
ing opportunities. Beginning next week the savings we have made are yours in every section of this big store. Truly this is the store for thrifty people everywhere.
NOTICE
V- the ttttt VII ..1 Jul) cone.. this
loll Satuniuty thee ati.re hill keep
open ott Frtilts) isittIth hefore the Sill
111111i 11 .1'4is, k 441111 011144114 SAI414.41414,
111.• Slit, t$4 WOOD anti remain ciowierli




Come here for bargeine in Millin-
ery. Through constant effort, througe
carrying great stocks, through selling
lower than others, this house has be-
come the largest deaributte of Mil-
linery in Paducah In addition to
selling at a very small margin of
Profit we bay e bought largely at very
low prices for our summer bargain
sales. Ealreordinary low prices here
the coining week.
The Greatest Shoe
Sales We Have Ever
Conducted
Women's Oxfords and Pumps at
remarkable savings in the price rang-
ing from 7ac up 14011W 53.50 values
for $1.95 a pair.
Girls' 'Footwear—Thousands
pairs are now on sale here
dueed prices.
St re-
Boys' and Youth's---The prices of
boy& slid youths' shoes are greatly re.
iltlred on some three hundred pairs
now ready for your immeetton
itreat and special offerloga are be-
ing made" now In ken's high Shoe's
and low Aloes. All Ones. Can lit
everybody.
partment Store
North Third serve, Jillat Off Broadway,
You Are Invited to Inspect
These Bargains
We invite you to come here tot
bargains in Mete Goods, Summer
Silks, Wash Goods, Hosiery, Knit Un-
derwear and Muslia Underwear. No
other house will sell you such quali-
ties at our low prices.
We Invite you to come here for
Neckwear, Fans, Hendkerchlefe
bons, Gloves, etc.
One year ago high price's forced us
to sell Long Gloves for $1.00 that
were no better than we offer yon the
coining week for only Stic the leer In
Meek. tans and wtilte.
Very remarkable (Bove values will
be on sale here the comlog week at




Prices on Women's butts, Waists,
Skirts and Petticoats Dow reduced
beyond parallel. leargidu chances
rut of the ordinary-, Clearances of
many of our own- lithe and special
purchases from overstocked manu -
facturers gad to gen even gt a loss.
The savings In our Women's Ready-
to-Wear department are exceptional
and they would be extraordinary
• veil at the' season's end. The gar-
ments are all frests, new and right up
to the minute in every way.
MEN
WC invite you to come here where
you cau really save money on Sum-
mer Sults, Summer Pants, Summer
Underwear. Sturamer Shirts, Summer
Deo and all you need
Men's Mgt-class Sults at absolute
clearance Prices.
Men's writ Coats for summer wear
at 12 75, 'ell) to $5.00 each Men',
Alpaca Coats at SE $1 75, $2 and $3
each.
Boys' Washable Suits. Prices are
still lower, especially the higher
priced suits have been reduced to
move them out.
Lot la -00 Rugs for $1.W5 eagle
Pain wiz PATATCAll EVENING STrN
A.111'IDAT, JrWr. Wt.
The Paducah Sun
___ ArTr.aisoom AND ielle
llitLY
nth st ye PDSLIMIIIINIO Cel•PARY.
lasewparesekii
r. m. resailds.- Pmelitlisoa.
k. J. PeeTole, toessemil Deanter.—
Easseed at (be gestolltee at Paducah.
Xy.. ea secoad class matter. .
- •liellaeCRIPTIoN KA?Ms
TIM DAILY SUR
By ("aeries% per week • .10
By mall. per month, in advance.. .25
By 111111ii. per year, in a4vance....412.60
MD WIIIIIILLY atill
Per year, by mail. postage paid... $1.50
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ay.
Deice. 116 South Third. Phone 361.
Payne and Young, Chicago and New
York Beepresentatives.
411C RUN can be found at the follow-
ing Waco*:
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1... e.464o 11 4769
8... ..4497 LII 4843
4 4591 le 4834
8 4618 20 4847
6 4545 21 4874
1 4562 22 4870
$ 4586 22 4874
4 4614 25 4868
11 4635 26 4863
19 4650 27 4813
1$ 4668 28 4837
14 4704 29 4854




Average for May. 1611S 4725
Average for May, 190? 3972
Iserease  763
'Personally appeared before me. this
JItile It, 1908. R. D. MacMillen. bust-
The dun, who affirmsIleas manager of
that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month Of
Kay, 1908. is true to the best of hie
knowledge and belief.
Ky commission expires January




' There are sweet surprises awaiting
many &bumble soul, fighting against
aka In Ate battle of the•seemingly
commonplace Bfe.—Henry Van Dyke.
a
POIN'f"P IN NATIONAL FPfANCE.
. In his speech as temporary chair-
man, Senator • Burrows stated that
dosing tie • present administration
the Public debt has decreased $101.-
en0,000 and the annual Interest
(-barge has been. reduced from' $30,-
op0.000 to $31,000,000. The last
... . . . . ._ .e most important. a
yearly saving, and in less than •
quarter of a century would be more
than equivalent to the cost of the
Panama canal A saving in interest
on this scale is a great national
achievement. Only the best credit in
the world could bring about such a
reduction During the civil war the
government paid interest at the rate
of over 7 per tent. It borrows money
now for 3 per cent, or leas when the
premium obtained is considered.
GOOD BUsINRSS OUTLOOK.
James J. tI..I has a good many of
the leading business men of the coun-
try with him In big expressed opinion
teat tbe prospects for trade improve-
ment are rood Although be did not
Imentiou this fact, Mr. Hill could have
Pointed to the increase in the num-
ber of cars employed as as indication
chat the improvement has begun. A
few months ago there was a steady
decline from week to week In the
Delnber of cars which were In service.
But the turn has come, and nobody
sow looks for an interruption in the
oqivard movement.
The department of agriculture has
made a forecast which would indicate
ma segregate of $8,000,000,000 for
the farm crops of the country in the
Present year, which would break all
the records. It Is a little too earl
vet io make estimates with any confi-
dence touching the extent of the bar,.
eat, except as to wheat and one Or
two other staples. The chances are,
however, that the department's fig-
;arm will be found to be near the
mark. Some of this Increase in value
of the crops will be due to the higher
price., but If the yield turns out to
be as large as Is now expected the
prices will come down, and the entire
eountry will be benefited. The farm-
er wUl have • big income through
the increased production and coneurn.
ere will have cheap food.
the mar "Steam bl01:4tr" in the Chi-
cago convention. The voice of Roose-
velt was the voice of the people. He
knows he is irresistible when backed
by the public opinion of the United
States—that IS, the controlling nett,
ion of the United Stales.
All statements to the contrary not
withstanding, there was no demagog
in the Chicago convention. Had
Roosevelt In his demands, veered one
fraction from the base of public opin-
ion, he would have lost his magi,'
power. Instantly that particular man
who represented public opinion.
would have sprung into authority.
who then, is to be praised, Roosevelt
or public opinion? Both.
Roosevelt because be has the abil-
ity to personify in himself the best
characteristics of the American Peo-
ple; the people because they possess
inherently such enduring and lofty
principles. Roosevelt because he suc-
ceeded by appealing to the best that
Is in the people, and not by appealing
to the evil that Is in them; the peo-
ple because they responded to thei
r
better impulses and rose above the
plane of living and thinking of yes-
terday, Into the purer social. political
and industrial atmosphere of today
.
We will do well to cultivate this
"Steam Roller" power. It, and not
the constitution, nor tradition, is the
bulwark of American liberties. 
Ac-
tuated by hese impulses. It has pow-
ers for evil cominensurate with Its
present power for good. But Its
power for evil can be handled in :t
s
time, and if ever exercised, will 
be
so appalling that the people will re-
coil from their own progeny in 
dis-
gust.
Ye simple-minded ones, know 
that
herein lies the secret of Theodore
Roosevelt's success. He first made
himself excellent, then taught 
the






(Clealimmed from page one.)
tion to the president to take effect
June 30. .Practically speaking, he
will not returnlo hla office, because
he goes from Cincinnati to New
Riven to attend the thirtieth reunion
of the famous Yale class of 1878.
Bill's- Beeehm. Busy.
That the exchange of views might
be complete, Candidate Taft tele-
graphed to Candidate Sherman. ask-
ing him to meet the party at Cincin-
naU. •
With the committee went Charles
Taft. the presiding genius of tile pre-
liminary campaign, to whom not half
enought credit has yet been given for
the successful work whirl resulted ini
the nomination of his brother on the
first ballot. Henry W. Taft, the New
York Islwyer, will not' participate in
the congerence.
As a matter of course the question
f the selection of a chairman for the
national committee will be the most
Important thing to be taken under
consideration. Just at the present'
time the choice seems to lie between.
Frank H Hitchcock and Postmaster-
General Meyer. Senator Crane has
positively refused ,to accept the place
and former Governor Myron T. Her-
rick. of Ohio. who would make an
;admirable chairman, says he could
not undertake the working during
TIIE STEAM ROLLER.
American Inventive genius Is as
persistently at work in the field of
language as in the field of mechanics.
And Me labor saving Idea is the
actuating motive In word-coining and
phrase-mak Inc That Chicago con-
vention Instantly, succinctly' and corn-
prehenelvely Hated the dominating
force In Its deliberations, In the two
words. "Steam Roller."
To any eye it was obvious that an
everpnwering foree fillyeted the con-
vention This force was compactly
organised aid 'exerted with runsum-
Mate skill Put It Wasn't • vicious
force: neither was It a four-flushing
beige. Indeed, its power lay in its
absolute sincerity and In Its elevated
fame
The concentrated public opinion
e(A majority of th• Atiserlean people
pliarsowleed Is Theodore Iteseev•It wet
the coming summer.
veorys Out.
During the day the name of Fred
W. Upham, of Chicago, was men-
tioned to some of the members of
the committee, but unofficially. He
probably will be taken into consider-
ation, however, at the Cincinnati con-
ference. It is believed that Capt. A.
I. Voryr and Harry New are not defi-
nitely under consideration at the
present time.
If Poetmaster-General Meyer is
chosen as chairman, Charles G.
Dawes. of Chicago. will be made
treasurer and will have, in all proba-
bility, general supervision of the
western headquarters. In that case
he will have the active assistance in
the work of raising funds of Cor-
nelius R Bliss. who has been treas-
urer of the stational committee for so
many years, and who is considered
without question the most valuable
of the old wheel horses.
Should Mr. Hitchcock be chosen
chairman, which le still a possibility,
it is likely the treasurer will come
from tbe east.
Meyer Not Likely.
The first great thing to be settled
at the conference will be the general
policy of the campaign. Mr Taft
has some strong views on this sub-
I ject, and be nertalely WIl interject
his pronotineee personality into the
'campaign from the outside.
VIEW AT 'THE VATICAN.
41110MmEma.0•1•0
Taft'. NOIMOMISUOIS 111 Received With
Plamoure.
Rome. June 20 —AltboliKh 14 was
full) expected here, the nomination
of SeersterY Taft at Chicago has pro-
duced • good impression. This is
especially true at the vatican. where
Mr. Taft is considered as favorably
inclined to the Catholic leifluence In
the Philippines.
NEW% REACHER TOKIO.
T•fris Norn 10110 i..03 te111.1Wed With
li(PrIP.011.101100 0( ;net ittraihiri.
Tokio. June In —Tile nomination
of Secretary of War William H Taft
for the proisidency has been received
everywhere In Tokio with expressions
of ratification because of the per-
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CHAPTER XIV.
The Birth of a City.
Like criminals afraid of the light,
and @mediae the cover of darkness, a
score of the most distinguished melt
of the United States, occupying 
its
most responsible positions, and bear
lag the burden of government. came
to the Whits House, which 
Loomed
Massive and apparently untenanted
They came singly, obeying Om in.
structions given them, left their eon
veyances at a distance, and *elks'si
unattended to the dark portals, which
opened and closed behind thega. All
were aware of the portentous 'reason
for their visit, and the importance of
the utmost secrecy. Observant indeed
would have been the foreign spy who
could have surmised that they were
gathering to discuss a plan Involving
the defense of the nation, or the ac-
ceptance of a challenge to war.
There were only two visitors who
came together, the Inventor and his
daughter, and they were the last to
enter the room, where those who pro
ceded them were divided Into groups
roun6 four officers of the navy, who
were answering questions, quoting fig-
ures and volunteering details which
were not written. The men at the
head of the nation were preparing to
plunge headlong Into what under less
immediate menace would have seemed
a sea of folly ready to submerge them
and their country.
The entrance of Norma was the
signal for an abrupt halt in the con-
versation, and some of those who were
not entirely. familiar with the part
which she played in her father's work
looked at her disapprovingly.
He, interpreting these glances, in-
troduced her as his assistant, and con-
cluded by saying: "I can't do any-
thing without her. She knows more
about my work than I do myself, and
as far as know she's the only woman
living who can keep her mouth shut."
They smiled art- his manner and cyni-
cism, while the president tendered her
• seat at his side and waited for the
others to resume their chairs.
-All of you are familiar now with
the possibilities of the invention
offered by Dr. Roberts—"
*.'And his daughter Norma," Inter-
jected the inventor.
The president accepted the alters-
tion and continued without a hatt-
-and have gone over the reports of
the four most expert men in the
United Situates, who have passed the
day with the Inventor and his daughter
in their laboratory, are convinced of
the merit and practicability of the
discovery, acd have prepared state
menus of what supplies would be
needed, the time in which they could
be obtained, and their approximate
There was a look of acquiescence,
sattl the secretary of the navy, who
1141 been paying no heed whatever to
the chief executive's remarks, rustled
ihe reports ip his hand as he turned
another page bscan its contents. The
loom became still again, and the
speaker went on
-Dr Roberts tells us that he does
not regard himself as beyond the es•
pertmental stsee. but further experi-
ments cannot decreaselknown values,
and may perhaps add to them. This
invention as it stands, in the opinion
of the four men who have passed the
lay in testing It, is sufficient to en-
able us within three months to com-
bat successfully any nation *whicb.
might begin hostilities."
Nol ma . looked at her father admir-
ingly , hot he seemed obilyions to all
those round him, and sat absorbed In
thought, his eyes fixed In a blank
stare of cieuentration Into space, and
•he thumbs of his clasped hands 're-
volving round paqb other aimlessly.
The yresIdent reached over to a mass
of payers before him, referred to some
of them in quest of data, and then
looked very grate and Pitmen as he
continued in a lower voice.
-Extraordinary times demand ex-
traordinary measures We are with-
...1 precedent. afid are coefroalleg an
,n,eritency ot--,auch iminguas import
that those of us who were here last
night believe It Is a time When all wt preach from 
the subject. "Marks
'rules, official routine and regular math. 'of Honor Worn 
by the Disciples."
Is the evening his subject will be
—Me Great Opportunities Afforded
,Young People tot Success."
TRIMBLE STREET—The Rev.
George W. Banks will fill his pulpit
morning and evening Sunday. Stip-
day' school at 9134) o'clock.
THIRD STRFOET--Ounday school
missionary lesson at 1U a. m. Preach-
ing at 11 a. m and 7:45 P. un
Morning text: "Search the Script-
ures." Evening text; "He Partied
His Tent Toward Sodom "
I 41110HYANICSBURO-- The R
ev. J.
W. Cauttell. pastor. Sunday school
8:15 a. m. Preaching 10.45 a. in
and 7:46 p. m Morning subject
.
"Little Things." Evening subject,
"Strange R•dtellow• "
OUTHRTB AVENtrit -- Warne;
Moore will preach to the event/At at
o'clock. Sunday school at 3 o'clock
in the afternoon, Thocaas Wooldridge.
superintendent.
AM) Presbyterian
FIRST- Dr W B Cave will
preach In the Morning from the sub'
it to the vessels of our navy, which
will be mist there as quickly as prepa
rations cea e muter tor their recess
Hernia, who had not been informed
of this part of the prosect, gave a
start of protest. foreseeing that she.
too, would hav• to *Imre in this fauna
ion and become as =Ile until the et
periztieut• were concluded. Her father
turned a questioning look toward her,
and then reached over and patted her
hand in sympathy. The president was
steadily summing up the situation,
-The navy department will attend
t• purchasing supplies. Including ma
chluery and crude metals necessary
for the first work, while Dr. Roberts
will place his orders for apparatus,
and all will be consigned to the collier
Penobscot, which will transport them
So the chosen spot. The gunboat Har-
per will accompany her, and will be
the first boat to be eiperinpauted upon
and equipped with the new plates
Rear Admiral Brockton will be as-
signed to her command for the prow
ent. These two ships will sail from
New York harbor, together with a
small transport which will tarry mach
engineers and mechanics as the navy
department may select for a work of
this importance. Communication will
be maintained by such means as seem
best to Admiral Brockton, and more
men and supplies will be dispatched
from time to time as required It is
needless to say that the entire experi-
mental work, the casting of the plates,
and the general supervision of every-
thfiag, will be under the direction of
Or Roberts."
"And his assistant, the inventor
again intsjected.
The secretary of the navy, obeying a
suggestion from the chair, read off a
long list of figures, it:plait:Ong them as
he went sod concluding with an unqual-
ified indorsement of the plan Su in
factious was his blutt enthusiasm and
confideneg, that those who at Drat had
hesitated at the irregularity of the
procedure bond themselves won over,
and bud with complete unanimity
into a coterie which was to assunre
responsibility for a war And thee
was the issue accepted
(To be osestle 'id in next lases.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WATT
*wary do ot makes you hieibester Las • so
keeps your whole t•elktoe rtall Sold ea the
sooty, bock sae Emeryville's,. friet102 cgs ta
The Great North Country.
Nimrod was a mighty hunter, but
had he hunted in the "Temagasni"
region be would have been a mightier
one. Nimrod hunted for glory. but
Temagamians hunt for game- Those
Indians who made the first canoe of
birch bark long ago were our great-
est benefactors. The children of
these Indans know the canoe, and
they know how to use It, and if you
go to Temagami this summer they
will paddle your canoe In their own
superb way. They will be the twit
guides you ever bad. Students who
snip In summer along the Tema-
earn' lakes are liable to do two
years' work in one Finest of fish-
ing Ind hunting. Easy of access by
the Grand Trunk Railway System.
For information and beautiful de
scriptive publication sent free apply
tip 0. W. Vault, 917 Merchants Loan
and Treat Building, Chicago, II,
AT THE CHURCHES
4
I Free! -Free! Free! 1
WALLACE PARK
Sunday Afternoon at 5 O'clock
Monkey Balloon Ascension
And Purachute Leap
Sunday Night=4ree Moving Pictures
At 8 O'clock
Ject "The Sons of lease-her," and In
the evening will have fur his subject
"The Only tlospe "
Preabytertan.
KENTUCKY AVIINCE—Sermons
will be preached morning and even-,
lug by the pastor, the Rev. J. R.
Henry.
CI'MLIERLAND—No preaching is
announced in Rogers' hall. Nwelfth,
street and Broadway. for Sunday. but:
Sunday school will be held at 10
tercel'.
Roman Catholic.
swr FRANCIS DE SALES--Th.
Rev. Father Jansen, pastor High
Maas at 10:30 o'clock. ‘'espers at
7:30 In the evening.
Epee-opal.
GRACE—The Rev. D. C. Wright,
rector. Holy communion 7:30 a. m.
Sunday school 9:20 a. M.. Mr. Vin-
cent Salvo. superintendent. More-
tti!. prayer and sermon by the rector
10:15. Evening prayer end sermon
7:15.
tiarisUan Science.
Services at II a. m. Sunday school
at 9:45 a. m. Wednesday at 7-45
p, in. "Three Links" building. Fifth
'street and Kentucky avenue. Room
second floor. Public cordially invited.
FIRST--The Rev. S. B. Moore,
pastor. Sunday school at 8:30 a. m
IMoirning subject: "Christianity. til‘.
True Culture." Evening: Pungen
t
Paragraphs in Sermon on the Mount "
'1411 serviees In lecture room. Seventh
et r..eet entrance.
I —Mr. A. J. 111'1)y, formerly deco-rator for lianderson & Oa.. Voiles city
;is Dow very stivesesfel vtlier,
Mersiselppl at his trade,
Retrainee Arany.
Hall eou South Fifth street. Sun-
day at 2 p. m.. children's meeting: g
p. in.. public service. All are heartily
invited. George Geode!. superin-
tendent.
Chords Note*.
The Woman's Home Mission so-
ciety of the Trimbie Street Methodist
church will meet with Mrs. 0. G.
Wheeler Monday afternoon at 3




FIRST—The Rev. W. H. T.pton. after • blisIness trip.
of Wodithow. China, will preach morn
lug and evening. He Is a missionary
supported by this church In China,
.and returned to place his children in
an American school. While in Pa-
ducah the Rev. Mr. Tiptoe is the
guest of Dr. M. E. Dodd. the pastor.
His sermons tomorrow will deal with
the foreign Said.
TWELFTH' STRINOT — "Living
EPinftiss" will be the subject of the
Rev. J. Ft. Clark's Morning sermon.
and ''f.he Last Time" will be the
evening sub)ect.
SIBCOND--Sunday school at the
regular hour will be the only service'
Su ndOy..
,sis must give. eay,in.helialf of quick
accomplishment. We have no time in
which to week special appropriations:
but must take it upon ourselves to
levy upon the 'various budgets which
are wow open for the considerable
sums of money necessary to prosecute
this work."
One or two, who were evidently late
arrivals sad had not heard the earlier
discussions, looked at each other with
some hesitation_ it was hard to drop
routine and dip into the uartmem
treasury on such short coselderatioa.
The high dignity of the presiding of-
ficer. however, forbade any Interrup-
tion and he went on unchallenged.
"The absolute preservatloa of our
secret is recognized by all as • vital
necessity. •nd to obvist• all leakages
the members of the army and aavy
board alleges, that our work be car-
ried on In one of the most secluded of
the Florida k•vs On this they pur-
Pow to erect • plant adequate to oast
sad perfect ties metal on which we de-
ltoid. Wd as melte as ps•dbie Spelt
German.
LUTHERAN—German will be the
language of the morning sermon by
the'Rev. William Grother and in the
evening an English sermon on the
subject."The Rich Man and Lazarus"
Will be preached.
INAN'OELICAL-- The Rev Wil-
liam Bourquin will not fill his pu:pit
morning or evening. Sunday school
will be held as usual.
lefethodiet,
BROADWAY—Dr. G. T. Sullivan.
pastor. At 11 o'clock Dr. Sullivan
ANOTHER ROAD COMINO
While In Mileage, Poroniatiter F M.
Fisher Was talking with the chief en-
gineer of the railroad running from
Central City to Madisonville. eitich
,wsis bought this week by Paducah and
Chicago capitalists, who said that
contract had been' let for 30 miles
of new rallsoad to Hartford. and that
the line would eventually.ito through
Marion Into Paducah.
FIRST DISTRICT
Continued from Page One'
in Kentucky'. Ernst la down arid lstif
Mild Ili% alateaboth in the state and
the itailutisl committee was defeated
/edge Bertram will by for Frank li.
Hitchcock for chairman of the Da-
tion*, committee.
"I had Kentucky's senator, gowsr•
tor, seaeral congreeentru, all th •
stale officers, six central ountinittc.-
men and the majority of the rank
and file behind in. in every contest
Scores of senators, congressmen. na-
tional committeemen and prominent
political leadtqas t a persongl In-
terest.; In the age an offered use any
kind of eu I reeled. Senator
Henry (1i Lod Centuressonsi
!derma, mutineer for vice. president,
and °the of, their standing in tee
party. nally expresswd to in-
their good %lama i the elect ititi
 ' "Sherman will Make a great
other Taft matagers. Among the camisalite for vice
 president. as be I.
other tateinbereeof the nation.' COM- personal
ly acquainted with every
mittee, Mr. Ether was almost the member of conpredlic f
or the last
unanimous cboice, and bat for Me eighteen years
. end In ble poi.iti• as
vote would have town elected. cha; rman of the c
ongressional ram-
Dr. Frank Boyd distinguished him- ;reign he critic in .-u
ttact with eve ii
4e:f by signing tbe minority reprot of eonnty chairman 
in the United Wales.
the platform committee on the ques- "Our plans for loading 
Governor
lion of the election of United States Willson chairman of the state Stacie -
senators by direct rote of the people. tMn were successful, Marshal
l BullItt,
He and one other Kentucky delegate WNW, candidate not
 hiving the
were the only tales Out Of the 26 witAtesit chance Senator Itra
diev
votes from this stile to sign the was my stauuch friend throughout
minority report on this plank. Dr.lth• convention and be lid valiart
Boyd said there was Dever the alight- serviee ijt downing the Ernst faction
'sit danger of nominating Roosevelt. Ill was 'Welty an aeohltuoiss program
because the delegates took him that we had' mapped out at the open -
squarely on his word, that he would in( of the convention, but with 
n.1
not accept. e ntaterial exception, We succeeded "
'For harmony and absence of dis-t
agreeable incidents, this convention.!
Kentucky delegates say. elefifelel, 
Hanged Mintaellf he Bars.
any in the Party's history. That 
part Tornklna K)'., 
Julie le  
of the ronventIon which can be Frei- 
. 
Donoho. one of the leading
cured at all Is the conduct of the 
business Tsoan.sad hotel e,nn .idotet 
uilted 
anak ..t14Z8
.spectators who on several occasions t4lielhoni•
made themselves a „1,4",
„. Th. hanging himself in his barn lie was
delegates were uniformly orderly. 
'about fifty years old. raid for a nun'
Incident wherer.Fairbanks' nametb". of 
years war proprietor of the
was hissed grew out of a misunder-!""hub° Hotel. "
le war. to ittlisia
:standing on the part of Governor 
he was greatly ntlached. died • few
Hanly, of Indiana., saw etorm.
d the months allt0. . and- this, coupled mirth
de'egates fur the uproar' when in
tealiaj the spectators were responsi-
ble
Fisher letenerd With Result.
"I ant delighted with every phase
of the Chicago convention.- Paid
,Postruaster Frank M F.porr in hie
, office this morning. "We got ever)'-
'thing we went fur and the moult of
returned from the election for national committe
e-
this morning man, really accomplished our 
pur-
, pus.% whkh was to solidify the part)
recent heavy Goan/Oaf losses, Is map-
Dowd to baie led him to take his
Ile He leave* 'Mehl small children
-
NOTICE.
Isedral it. K. illassedatsiders.
Will buy for cash all r.eht; sub
stockholder• le subscriptions fur new
stock. (lifer good twill Jun.. 30th
I.. K. RIKKR. JR








7SOLOISTS7 OF NATIONAL FAME 
Admission 25c Reserved Seats 50c
Seats on sale at all hotels and at Gilbert',
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COATLESS days call for neat shirts-
coatless shirts. We are showing
in our window the prettiest lot of white
negligees for $1.50 we ever saw. Light
as a feather, they are cool and com-
fortable, and dressy. .' .'
THE LOCAL NEWS
-Forms for real estate &yenta for
gale at this office.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopeth, 400en
Broadway. Phone 106.
-We can give you the finest car-
riages' in the city for wedding, ball
mad theater calls. Our prices are low-
er than thoes\charged for like service
In any city In America. Our service
Is second to nom., sad the best in this
city. Pahner Transfer Company.
- If you want to aes how Bruoyn
Lawn Gram deed row. look 'n L. W.
94 Hennebergerli sheer wladow. alerted
• I
. May 16th. .
-Vied 1Ntge's shoe order restau-
snit. 123 South &Wood.
- For house numbers, door plates.
brass stencils. brass and aluminum
checks of all kinds, rubber type signs,
markers. See The Diamond Stamp
Works, 115 South Third Phone 158.
-Cameras. Cameras, Cameras, and
kodak supplies of all kinds at R. D.
Clements & Co.
-To rid your ditches house of
mites kild lice use Lee's lies killer
It J TollP Seed Co.
-City subscribers to The Daily
lira who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must aotify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No atter.tion will
be paid to such order* when given
I • carriers. Sun Publishing Co
Just received • complete tine of
Palmer's perfume and toilet water
Sieeiti's drug store. 502 Broadway.
- Entertainment directed by Iii
RIch•rd Pole sr the Casino Saturday
night, June Milk. for Die Fine flirta-
tion church. Tickets as sale at WU-
sone 25c. and 16e
Boen to Mr and Mrs led Petit.
• bus
A special train will lease thn
Colon station tomorrow merning at it
o'clock for Wimps. Ky., to attend the
unveleng services of the late iieniuel
Beadles Fare 11 tot for the round
trip.
- A girl was bora to Mr and Mrs







Ttie :Ie.-kat in police court this
morning ass Breach of ordinance--
lernian teriedenate se and cowls.
Petit larceny Sheille Veer& colored
held to 3r111Wil and bond tise.1 at
1
l.
.1 A. (Math to J. C.• Rtes.. Mad
in county for
itoMA N OA ATE.
III . • items-VI" It Wan 114ke
Meet Mate% *quite Of
1.1.11a>.
The Ornate of Rome. which was an
ancient institution, said tolinve been
established by Romulus himself, was
a purely executive body, having no
authority whatever to make laws.
The Senate of the United States is
almost purely legislative in its fanc-
iers's, having no power to make ap-
pointments oetside of the body itself.
hut only to agree to those made by
the President. And Oils largely a
formality, as it Is regarded as a very
discourteous thing to refuse to eon-
firm a preeldentlai appointment.
The Roman Renate. as Instituted
by Rome:ea. consisted of one hun-
dred members. An additional hun-
dred was added when the Sabines
,nalgrated from Rome. The first
Tarquin Increased the number of
&ewers to three hundred, at which
nuniber it continued for a long time.
Julius Caesar increased the number
of Senators first to seven, and after-
ward . to nine hundred. Augustus
at firm added anonym hundred. malt-
ing an even thousand, but afterward
reduced the number to six hun-
dred.
Senators were supposed to be men
of special merit. They were at first
selected by the monarch. bot the
duty was afterward hitrusted to the
ecasuls and latterly to the cessors.
No man was elgible to -the
the who had not been previously
knighted and who had not held the
inferior °Rives of questor, tribune of
the people. mile., praetor and con.
FUI.
The tie-trate met regularly on the
first of Jahaare. and also on estraor-
dinary occasions. where called to-
gether by the consuite. tribunes of
the emperor.
A Roman Mentor, during the early
days of the republic. made a virtu
of poverty and glorified in the simple
life. But when wealth. vice and
eorruption became more common. it
was decreed that- no man cou:d be a
Senator whalee wealth amounted to
less, than 110.000 'emetic..., or about
$37,,u04). because. it was argued, he
could not support the dignity of the
°Mee on • legy amolint. Therefore.
when a Sesiftes fortune was re-
duced below this saw he was dropped
from the rolls. Coder such an se
rangernent In this country a man
like the !ate Senator Hoar, who lived
in • boardialebouse. would not bo
eligible - Punxsutawney of.a.1 Spir-
it
Marriage Lareasea,
merles James and Lynn
Anyway-. Adam didn't ease te hep i
his wife take up the carmen and
eleati house.
Fine Cigars
in a Fine Case
It is no old sejing that
',. °the. 4,, not ' make the
man," but whtn it cornea to
eigan., and the facilities for
storing them and keeping
them la rontetren, the re-
veille is tame You can take
the best cigar in the world
and, unless it is kept just
moist enough, the betiquet is
entirely lost.
We Lave jrst installed the
finest and largest cigar est.
and huttrelor in West Ken-
tnene. The growth of our
cigar business .and the UM-
mends Mock which we
made it necessary,
than ester, 00ra is
carry
Mu tre






l's durnetPnieS I get • d ist•oo tool
about N*1111.,
Ilia- What's the matter now!
Pa- Wee he is eleven years
and be can't throw an out curve
-Newark News
yet
Valeas a man is, a hustler his
prayer for wore is apt to remain un-
answ..red.
Racket Store
These hot days call for vests
and lots of them.
We have a perfectly grand
vest at loc. It ts knit just
right, has the narrow tepee for
shoulder seep* and is the 11111111
ler kind
We want you to see this vest
Other qualities are h•re at
1-3c. 15c. 39c and up to DSc.
We can fill lour requirements
in the vest line with good goods
and each one a good value.
PURCELL & THOMPSON
4111 11111111WAY
IN SOCIAL CIRCLESIN TBRITA TION A L SUN-
ta Homo of Pothwah Guest.
Miss Are-title Oiene. of Lamont
Ky entertained her little frleed yew
!Manche Overstreet, of Paducah, Ky..
Thursday afternoon from if ell
Ices and cakes were served during
the evening. The guests Were: Miss
Blanche Overstreet, of Paducah. Ky.;
Henrietta Williams, Minnie and Angie
Hill, Allis' May Nelson. Ma.ter Robert
and Master Frank Hill, Stretton Wil-
liams, Holland and Rkesard Bryan,
Herman and Horace •Hierting. Willie
Grey Kelly, Howard and tiny Kelly,
J. C. Her ro Id , lerblnei Fen w
DAY SCHOOL WORK
it•nort at Secretary Shows
Treniendoini Advance.
F.artillniere mid Finanehd rdreamtli
Doubled in Three leaes--iimmip
Teacher.. Training Graduates.
JOHN STITES NEW PRESIDENT
HA•wr-Treqtt.
Louisville. Ky.. Jute- let -"More 
. r. and Mrs, Charles T. Graham of
Announcement is made today by
the engagement and approaching
and more our church ielders recog-imarriage of their niece, Miss Beulah
War that teacher training is the Sun-
day school's greatest problem::





superintendent of the teacher train-
neal• imoanrria
ing department of Sunday schools, 
and relatives present. The Rev. S.
wriei t h w iol nly
B. Moore, pastor of the First Chris-
which was made-at the afternoon ses-.Oen church, will perform the cere-
Mon of the international Sundaf:mony. After the'we.fdlog the eoultie
school convention. The work of will leave 'for a bridal tNp. and will
teacher training on a wide scale is reside in St. Louis.
one of the newer departures of 
workI 
M
of the' association, and the report of woman with a large circle of friends,
iss 
' 
Roger is a charming young
Mr. Pearce of the worx accomplished
in this direction and the outlook for 
to whom she has endeared herself by
the future was of especial interest. 
her personality. She is a graduate of
The report states that leaders of son 
High school. Mr. Trent is the
of Mr. and Mrs. C. W Trent, of
all denominations were never so South Seventh street, and is a travel-
united in the determination to find ing representative of the H. W
the solution of the problem to which'
reference is made. It states: 
i Johns Foundry company of Rt. Louis.
"Upon the results of their 
labors! For several years he was store keeper
in this direction depends the largest 
here for the Illinois Central railroad,
success of all Sunday school work.' 
before accepting a better position.
He Is popular and has many trete&
Encouraged by the achievements of in this city, Mr. Trent was an honor
the pate. conscious of the needs of graduate of the High school of the
the present. we should face the future class of 'al.
with high hope and strong resolve.
'Look Int unto Jesus,' the Master 
.
teacher, for guidance, wisdom and 
In Honer of Visitors.
In honor of visiting girls in the
strength, let us continue our efforts city Messrs. Jesse Thurman and Rug-
until 'the open Bible has been car- s ng will give a dance next Wed-
Ned by the hand 'of a living compe- Desegy evening at the Wallace perk
ell Lo
tent teacher to every man, woman payee's.




Col: A. J. Decker left this week ott
of ; he committee an maw, business trip.
I
on education, in August, 1903. the Miss Allis IX Foster, who has been
nese:relation of 28 states and provinces visiting in Benton. returned yester-
of Canada. were doing organised day.
teacher training work. At present Mr. William J. 'Gilbert is spending
there are 61 asn 
; 
few day in Dawson Spring& re-
approved teacher training depart- 
sa
went.. Fifty of these are in tbe 
cu 'Ming.
lenIted States and el in Canada. 
i The Rev. J. W. Blackard. presiding
' elder of the Methodist (Muller. deliv-
The teacher training graduates 
Through the Holy Land," In Benton
ered a lecture entitled "A Trip
during triennium number 10.016.
Pennsy:rania leads with 3.476. In- Friday evening.
dies* is third with 701 and Kentucky Dr. J. C. Freeland has returned
Meth with Sole !from New Freedom. Pa., shore be
The report shows 61 states or pro- wasmined- by the death of his
vinetal asseeistione with approved, lumber. , -
leachers' training departments. as, Miss Bess LIMP. of Ninth and Jet-
compared to 28 in 1903; an increame.forson streets. visited Miss Clara
of Lusio0o0 in theetunday school en- Cloptoo. of Smith:and, this week.
rollment. 1.000.94.41 conversions and, Dr. B. T. Hall and family, of this
a financial growth of 101* per cent. lees-.
1
First leffort for Adult Work, -mars. Ad Reach. R. D Clements.I m 
have moved to Bentoa to reside.
The report of Mr. Pearce, as super-,J. D. ascos and R. II. Duggan spent
intendent of the adult department of i Friday an noon dshing at the 1111-
the Sunday school, also Is of mie•h nois lakes
interest. The report states that "this' Mrs. James Bailey, of Oklahoma,
triennium marks the first organized Miss Mary Sestets. of Sherman. Tex..
effort on the part (if the International and Mrs Reba Tbrelkeld. of Item-
Sunday School asstx•iation to pro-iphis. will arrives on the Peters Lee
some the organization of adult bible to visit Capt. W. H. Edwards. 511i
classes and to advance the,.sdiet de- Washington street.
pertinent." Just before the thee ofl Mr. Ways. Thompson and . SOD
the adult bible class work began to Odie. of Water alley, Ky , are in the
make rapid progress. Great Intereet 1 city today. 
Mrs Archie Morrow and childrenawakened in all parts of the interns I
tional field demanded consideration of Memphis. Tenn., are visiting
the friends and relatives. They are en
'RP' rout to Michigan, slier. they yell
spend the summer.
Misses gula and Ida Sexton. of 927
Clay street, left this morning for St.
Louie on a visit to friends and rela-
it. Roger, and Mr. John Henry Trent.
of St. Louis. on Tuesday. June SO.






at the Toronto convention, and
adult Bible class committee was
pointed. •
The remitter of approved organ-
ized adult C41414eS is put hr the re-
pee at about 1.3011.
John Stites Wields, (level.
At 2- 01 o'clock Justice J. J. Mac- 
lives.
Mrs M. B. Austin has returned
laren. president of the International 
horn" 
association yielded his save! to the 
e after spending the winter in
Hon. John Stites, of ties cit.'. the I 
New Mesie9 for 
her health, which is
newly elected president. Both made!SrPat!). 
improved.
brief speeches, thanking the c,nven-1 The Rev. 
D. C. Wright returned
tion for honors conferred yesterday 
from tTniontown. Ky..
hire. Mary Foster Brvner. field where he has been for a week con-
ducting the examinations of a class
of caradIdates for the ministry.
Mr. M. C. McAllister. of St. John's
school, Uniontown. Ky.. is the guest
at Grace church rectory on Kentucky
avenue,
worker at Peoria. 11.. and the Rev.
W C .Merritt, of Tacoma. Wash..
field worker for the northwest, deliv-
ered addresses in the afternoon
HOTEL ARRIYALS
Palmer-C. Q. C. Leigh, Chicago:
G. C. Carr, Bradford. Tenn , C I.
McKee, W M. Hurt. Cairo;
J. H. Steele, Murray: F. Peyton, Rt.
Louis: J. G. A. Boyd, Louisville; C.
lxxlge. Grand Rapids, Mlete; Guy
Holcomb, Riebinond.Vee: lanais Klein
New York.
Belendere-- J. W. Moorehead. Ow-
essb; J. L. Rogers. Hopkinaville:
H. e Darker, Lynn, Mass.; A. 13
Choate, San Francisco; R. C. Milli-
gen. Chicago; .1 A. Thomason. Paris.
Tenn.; T. D. Morrieon, Cairo; C. S.
Humphrey. Florence. Ala. F. 8
Ebaw. tladis; J. M. Burgess, Elkton
New. Rketteond--Chas. Jones,Calro
August 9t-huermann. Bt. Louis: C. B
Carter. Ruskin. Tenn.; Steve Stoner.
Introit. J IC Slater, Hickman; E.
Brent. Morley, Mo.; Wade Hampton,
St Louie; Joke Griggs, Calvert City:
Lynn Well, Owensboro; B. Berg, Cele
trails. Ill.
Owe Tar for French Roads.
The French government has adopt
ed a method of treating macadsmizerl
iroads with hot coal tar thinned with
!about lo per cent of oil. The cost
is said to work out at about eight-
tenths of a cent per MINIM, Yard,
saloon beet necessarily a louse
I mirth because it is full of ass1101.
se do- • -
The iveslagIllemes-lee a west.
- Mrs. Leonard Janes and little son.
Palmer, of Memphis, are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Wellarn Janes. of
Seventh and Madison streets.
Mrs. Clint Wilcox. of ele N'ernon.
Ind.. will arrive next week on a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. James P. Sleeth. of
337 North Seveenth street.
Mrs. James Leigh, of 719 South
Eleventh street, left this morning for
Bardwell, where she was called be
the serious illness of her mother,
Mrs. M. Lynn.
Mrs. Daisy Morris. of Puryear.
Tenn., retutneed home Ohl morning
after a visit to Mrs. George Raw-
leigb. of Sixth and Clay streets.
Mrs. Rimy Woods has returned to
her home to Mayfield after a visit to
Mrs. George Rawleigh of North Sixth
street.
A. R. Grouse, E. Lackey, Louis
Kolb. T. E. Lack. gel Byrd, Jr.. and
0. B. Starks left this meriting for
Miliruakee to attend the *atonal
meeting of the T. P A.
Me, .1. R. Wilkins. of Bees Mattes,
was in the city today.
Jessette and Harry Anti*, of
South Fourth street. are visiting Ma-
tivea In Lonisville.
Mrs. Louis Kolb, of 411 Routh
Sixth street, anti ber two dauahtera,
will leave tonight for a vtatt in On-
etime.
Mr. Frank Devis left today for
Clarkeville to spend Sunday.
Mr. Frank Davis will leave tonight
for Clarksvitle. Tenne spend Bun-
day visiting friend 
Judge E It Pilr)ear will do flown
to 314•11(4110 114,11111 %14111.1.11 Jo 1'atill, i4 •
for the nouenstion In the common-
wealth's attureey rm.. He has re
ceired encouregement in his (and
dacy rine trove now on will eictivee
'prosecute his'campaignAttorney J. G. Miller, Jr., has re-,
tunartil from Caldwell county, whereI
he cent a week's vacation. Mr. and'
Mrs. Miller, Sr., Sill return in two ;
weeks.
I _ Mr. W. J. Mann, of the silty' ticketoffice of the Nashville. Chattanooga
& St. Louie railway, is visiting in
Bardwell, KY
I Mrs. John A. Ward and son Robertand Mina Martha °Woke of Arlington
,Ga , are guests of Mrs. Harry Luken:
1717 Madison street
"THE SARK WORSE THAN Ti-it
BITE"
---
village enjoys the reputa-
tion of being the birthplace of two
memberi of the Legislature and one
Congressman. does It not?" politely
inquired the sojourner within its
gates. •
"Nopel" replied the landlord of
the Pettavilletavern. who was a pee-
simietic old grouch. anYbo*. "II
Just has it. that's all "-Puck.
How mucn more a man enjoys do-





It is not often that an etc,-
elusively new collar style is
introduced which fits and
suits 'most every man. The
"Lusitania"
is one of those happy 04011Ar
hits: It's as Ruud for one
wan as another. It is easily
the one distinctively new
and different collar of the
pason.
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Saturday 20th
Hart's Bargain Price 20c
Any Article Named Below 20c
SPOT CASH-NO PHONE ORDERS
1 gallon gale. Coal 011 Cans.
4 qt. Retinned Coffee Pots.
10 qt. Flaring Pails.
14 and 17 qt. Dish Pane.
Nexer Burn Bread Pans.
4 qt. Granite Stew Kettle*.
Granite Colanders.




2 qt. Granite Covered
Buckets,
i inch Butcher Knives.
Granite Wash Pane.
1 lb Glass Butter Mold,




215 foot Tape Lines.
511 foot Spring Balances
Table Spoons.




4 qt. Granite Pitchers.
Square Tin Cake Pans,
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
Subecribere inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly retuember that
all such items are to be paid for whew
the ad is laserisg, the rule applying
to every asse without exception.
"ri‘Oft DRY wood New phone 1119.
souFeOiRnatRsE.NATpp-IA;pwarteniwe.nict.in Sans
TS:
FOR SALE--Nioe refiTFerator suit-
able for residence or grocery, and 1
pair compuUng scales, 837 Jefferson.
• DISTRICT AGENTS-Beet health.
accident, $1.00 per month proposi-
tion on market. Strong Meek OODS-
pany and prompt, fair claim settle-
ments. Exceptional tontraet to capa-
ble man. Address Federal Casualty,
Mich.
--WhINTE.D-You to know that Th.
▪ OR DRY wed olor Phollsfilfil-  West End Improvement Co., has for
ieleAlLION for sale. Apply 603 sale the most desirable and conven-
S'" lfth. 
• beetly• located residence lots it• and
e•IPIANOfor sale-Never been used. near Paducah. at reasonable prices.
"drew Reduakm, ace sale Termagee earth and eSelia per Mouth
RSE WANTED st 817 South 
Bre. desi d. pdLewet ilu.sRa jahowzitysotue. 
Agent,
Fi,ih. Old borie 2281. 
Ott 5. 
7-WOR SALE-Good gentle horse.
New phone 1404. -
rrff•R RESt -Nice furnished room,
fbregentletnan, 5-01 Kentucky.
,t30013 PASTURIS, 900 acres run-
ning water. Apply to Leadler &
Lydon or phone 675 or 1261.
-W-tigtEle---fin experienced sales
139 South Fourth street. Phone '789.
00AL YARD for sale. Best lo-
cated coal yard in city. First-class
equipment, well advertised and good
established trade. Reason for Wiling,
other business interests requires at-
tention. Good proposition for right
party. Address Coalman, care Mk
office,
ladies Monday at 8 a. M. at The Hub, NOTICE-Boarding House
211 Broadway. cos and Private Homes-All boarding
FOR RENT-Furalebed rooms, houses and private homea wet. can
408 Washington street. Old phone accommodate visitors to the K. T.
2500. M. meeting July 9-1•0-11 with sleep-
ing accommodatheue or board, will
please notify Mr. Harry Meyer, 3411
Broadway, chairman of the hotel- cots-
mites, at once, the number and rate.
WANTED-Good barber for Bator-
dee. Barter & Williams, 112 South
Fifth street.
*FOR RENT Five unfuneshed
rooms In business district. Address
P.. care Sun.
ACIPST'S to sell our Bank Check
Protector. Big money. A. T. Kline,
Somerville, N. J.
J. M. 1tORGAN norm aboolad.
Vend fwilldring• rubber area, 4VI
South Third.
LOST-Book with SO notes from
Bright Dustier to W. C. O'Brien. Re-
turn to Dr. C. G. Warner.
WANTED-For U. S.' army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
if 18 and 15: citizens of the United
States, of good characte- and temper
ate habits, who can speak, read and
write Illuglish. Men wanted for
service In Cuba and the Plillippines.
For Information apply t• Recruiting
Officer, New Riche:load House, Pa-
Mush, Ky.
;MANUFACTURING CO. illusinese
established over en years) producing
FOR SALE CHEAP-Inside wig- goods sold WU. S. and foreign COUtl-
dow blinds, flue for enclosing back tries, will negotiate with reliable men
porehee. .1. A. Rudy & Sons. to manage sales office and employ
saleepeople--$1641 per month and ex-
tra commissions and expenses- re-
quirements-good references.- cash
capital of $1.000 which is secure
State age and business experience..
Address President, 121o4 W Taylor
street, Chicago. Illinois.
(SET OUT that old suit of last year
and have It cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, South Nin-.11 near Broad-
way. and it will look like new.
FOR RENT-414 South Tenth. 9
room house on lot 00x175 to an alley.
High and dry. Hot and cold bett
J. A. Rudy.
7.-F0R SALE-One 10-horse power
,right boiler and eng.ne at a bar-
gain. Mechanics Foundry and Ma-
chine CO.. 2114 Washington.
OR RIC-Sevea
room slate roof brick house. lot
65:165, on Sixteenth between Mon-
roe and Madison. Ring; old phone
1562.
W ANTFD-- LIAM ladies and gem-
Henson on guaranteed salary. Travel.
or Meal, $75 to $100 per month Ex-
Pees ade-anced for traveling. 428
Third street, Paducah My.'
FOR SALID--One 14 horsepowet
gasoline engine. Franklin make. Suit-
able ft r gasoline boat. Newly over-
_anted. Will Mal et a bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. liannel•••• ears fem.
-1.11581.-=Iit Palmer House basement
lady's closed face gold watch with
swastika fob. Finder please return
to this office and receive reward. r
STRAYED OR STOLEN - One
dark brindle cow, short horns in-
formation concerning her received at
4401 Kentucky avenue will be re-
warded.
LA-1411 -- 4-1-TTENTICIN -- The re-
liable Home for ladies before and dur-
ing confinement. First-class ID every
,pay. Fine, airy rooms, angelus' ply.
Vellum and sane. good board. Terms
moderate. Dr. Matt. led. Ch.
Climate Ohio, 430 Clark streee,
Imam
Delightful Intact,
A croed of the younger set mijnyed
a dance at Odd Fellows' Pistil Ise'
night at Fifth and Kentucky. Those
present here vess Emily Nalum, ef
Bowling Green; Mese Hazelle John-
son, of Hickman: les Miser; leice-
ette Soule Helen e'en Meter, Baldest..
Smith. Lace.- -eine. Sarah Ceeeetellie
Martha Coes. Gladys Coburn, Ell-a- •
bete Rosa -It. 31A.g..11tbs 011111111KWY..
Ellen Boswell, Helen Hills; Mestere
Salem Cope. laINe • etteetanie.
powell, Mein leuel•e• Felix et.
John, Henry iefef. JIMO. AbelIUD.
Frank Don to. Will Cell. Jobe Lem-,
oven. fleeree Gee Elect:,
George Wallace, Franc Laseer.
tiolumbia, Tenn., and Mr. 114011. Mrs.
Frisk Lobate] chape-ontel :be 'tarty.
• The more an idiot a maa Is
making love the more a girl seems
to enjoy it.
The leveeing S., tee a Wielh
Miller Cottage and
ChIll amps know Cepsellf as
Atlantic City, N J.
Noted for its eueilent utter Sc Lona
loos cleanittires, pierces tit newel arid
pervading air 11tite like contr,..1
Dante room The twore Is electou
lighted throuirhuol Rites el daily;
to meekly turd up until .1 1/ 1 Y 14.
J. F. L. NIXON.
1•1,11.1.•
rkaa L. THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
I
•
(SATURDAY. JUKE 80. •
S.S.S. OLD SORES
.ISo old sure t ep heal until the cieete whip& prodmentit isJs emoved.
Ibetieglial epee icans t4--al vesewaslfee, lotions, etceemay *dthwthe inflam-
mation and assist in keeping the place clean, but cannot cure the trouble
because they do not reach its source. Old suretillexist because the blood ii
infected with impurities and poisons which are constantly being discharged
tato the place. The nerves, tissues and fibres of the flesh are kept in a state
irritation and disease by being daily fed with the germ-laden matter
through the circulation, making it impossibly for the s9re t“ heal. S. S. S.
core* chroaic sores by its purifying action on the bloeole It goes down into
the circolation, and removes the poison-producing gen*, impurities and
morbid matters which are responsible for the failure or the place to heal.
S. S. S. makes the blood pure, fresh and healthy; then as new, rich blood is
carried to the spot the healing process begins, all discharge ceases. the
tofientimetioe leaves, new tissue begins to form, the place fills in with firm, !
health). dash. and soon the sore is permanently cured. S. S. S. is port:v '
vegetable, the safest and best blood purifier for young or old. Houk en
tiOtes and Ulcers and any medical advice free to all who write.
•THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
RIVER NB'S
River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
lag 2+1.4, a stand for the last is
hour..
The Dick ruttier got away for
Miro on time this morning with a big
trip of passengers and freight. she
will reture tonight at 730. The
Dirk will make an eiceursion trip to
Cairo tomorrow.
The Joe Fowler will arrive from
IDeaneville tomorrow morneig and re-
turn to Evan:male Monds. morning
at 11 teeloct.
The John S. Hopkins was in front
Mransville this morning on time with
a big trip of freight and paesengers.
She returned at 11 o'clock.
Enimerron's showboat passed this
morning on her way to Metropolis
from the Upper Ohio. She will re-
turn here tomorrow and put on a
allow Monday. •
The George Cowling made two
good business tripe in the Metropolis
and Paducah trade today.
The Royal arrived from Golconda
on time this morning with a good trip
of paeseagers and freight She re-
turned at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
n 4T:te ,folirentinue: nuenoleskwirlaleawvirleilveart .11/6;n 
far
as Riverton, Ala.. and all way land-
ings with a big trip of freight and a
number \of passengers.
The Peters Lee will be in this af-
ternoon from Memphis on her way
to Cincinnati.
morrow afternoon from Nashville
and all way landings on the Cumber-
lag& She will leave Monday moos
for Clerksville.
lbe City of Selene will be due to-
night from St. Louis on her way up
the Tennessee.
Vernon will contknue falling during
the next 45 hours. At Paducab, no
mat. rial change during the next 45
hours. At Cairo will continue to rise
slowly durinr, the next 4S hours.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, very little ehange dorm.;
the next 4e hours.
The Mississippi front below et.
Lines to Cairo will continue rising
2 or 3 days, reaching 3.9.7 of :tees a,
Mister Saturday night or SendaYand
slightly over 34.9 feet at Cape Girar-
deau Sunday and Sunday night.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will





Hazel Sieve. It is
tor piles. Be sure
Sold by all drug-
ANDERSON WINS TITLE
101 .'enter Open Gulf Champlin, in
Tournameut at mt. Lost,.
St. Louis. June Ander-
son. of Chicago. three times open
inational champion. won the western
score ot 299 for two days' play. His
!score was 150 for 36 holee Thursday.
and 149 Friday. could not be reached.
elthough Fred McLeod. of Chicago.
Iformer western professional chain-
pion. played a good game. turning in
a 300 card for the tournament.
Alexander 'Campbell and- Gilbert
Nichols, both of Boston, tied for third
honors. with 5301. Otto Haekbarth.
of St. Louis. tied with L. Auchter-
;pine. of Chicago. ear fourth place.
with 302.
• Robert Simpson. of Milwaukee,
who lost the championship in this
match. had a bad day, with card
rot lel/ and could not overcome the
handicap that score gave him.
DeWitt's Little Eltrly Wirers, the fie
mous liver pills. are sold by all drug-
gists.
4
One of the advantages of living in
„ River "Forecasts. the city is the exercise you get chase
The Ohio at Evansville and Mt. Mg trolley cars.
A Woman's Health
is a heri ge too sacred to be experimented with. For her Peculiar and
is only medicincs_pf k apwn ...ezin posit ion and which cob-
rcotics, or other harmful or habit-forming drugs
should plo The est medicine which fulfills all these require-
:arts is Dr. jj,Yerce's Favorite Prescription—a remedy with &record of
over forty  %ears of cures to recommend it a remedy, the makers of•
Inch nt its forint& on every bottie-wrapr and autsluz.ggauatt
nets ancorreetrseas tin& cgt‘a remedy devised and aderited to wenn-
an's delic nstitution by an educated' ealiesiciaii—an experienced




received tht written endorsement of the most eminent medical writers 
of all she several schools of ractice for the cuie of 's peculiat
diseases; e remetty whic as more bona-fi e cures ta it credit than any
cether sold by druggists for woman's special  requirements. It is not
given away in the form of "trial bottles" to be experimented with, but
is sold at a fair price by all dealers in medicines.
Delicate, weak, nervous women should !
especially shim the use of alcoholic
medicines which, from their stimulat-
ing and exhilerating effects may seem,
for a time, to do good, but which from
the inevitable effects of the alcohol in
shrinking up the red corpuscles of the
blood are sure to do great and lasting
harm in the ion.' run. Besides they
beget a craving for stimulants einch ii
newt deplorable.
Duly invigorating and nerve strength-
ening effects ran follow the use of this
famous medicine for women. It min
not possibly do harm in any state or
condition of the system. It has been
carefully adapted to woman's needs by
an experienced physician—li specialist
In their diseases. It makes weak wom-
en strong and sick women well.
If a woman has bearing clis,wn, or
dragging pains, low down in the abdo-
men, or pelvis, backache, frequent
headaches, dizzy or fainting spells, is
nercOUS and easily startled, has gnaw-
ing feeling in stomach, sees imaginary
floating specks, or spots &fore her
ey es, has melancholia, or "blues,' or a
weakening disagreeable drain from pel-
vic organ., she can make no mistake
by resorting to the use of Dr. Pierce's
lavorite Prescription. It will invigor-
ate and tone up the whole system and
especially the penis organs.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pereeription is
a scientific medicine, carefully devised
by an experienced and skillful physi-
cian, and adapted to woman's delicate
system. It is made of native American
medicinal roots and is perfectly harm-
less in its effects in atm condition of the
female iryatein.
As a powerful invigorating toniceFs-
vorite Preerriptiou* Imparts strength so
tiw whole system and to the organs
distinctly feminine in particular. For
over- worked, "worn-out," ran-down,"
debilitated teachers, milliners, dram-
makers. seemstressea, "shop -girls,"
-keepers, nursing mothers, nod
feeble women generally, Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription is the greatest
earthly boon, being unequaled as an
appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
Os a soothing and strengthening ner-
vine "Favorite Prescription" is un-
equaled and is invaluable in allaying
and subduing nervous excitability, ir-
ritability, nervous exhaustion, nervous
prostration, neuralgia, hysteria, spasms,
8t.Vitnies dance, and other distressing,
nervous symptoms commonly attendant
upon functional and organic disease of
the uterus. It induces refreshing sleep
and rehires mental anxiety and des-
pondency.
No woman suffering from any of the
above symptoms can afford to accept
any secret nostrum or medicine of un-
known composition, ae a substitute for
a medicine like Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription, which is or amowe com-
rOSIVON and him a record of over forty
years of cures and sells more largely
to-day than ever before. Its makers
withhold no settees from their patienti
believing open publicity to be the very
best guaranty of merit.
Dr. Pierce invites all suffering women
to consult him by letter free of charge.
All letters of consultation are held as
strictly private and sacredly confiden-
tial and all answers are returned in
plain, sealed envelApes. Address: Dr.
It. V. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel and Sur-
gical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con-
stipation. Constipation is the cause of
many diseases. Cure the cause and
you cure the disease. One " Pellet " is a
gentle laxative, and two a mild cathar-
tic*. Druggists sell them, and nailing
is "just as good." They are the original
Little Liver Pills first put up by old
Dr. l'ierce over 40 years ago. Much
imitated, bat never equaled. They are
tiay sugar-coated granules —esay to
take as candy.
Dr. Pierce's great thousand-page illus-
trated Common Sense Medical Adviser
will be sent free, paper-hound, 109 21
one-cent stamp*, or cloth-bound for 31
stamps. Address Dr. Metes as "bore.
IN A JAPANESE
THEATER
The Faasy Aims Gas Sees
is
Sailing Round the World
By
MARSHALL P WILDER
%Copyright, by Joitstph it. kiovt.leL)
The tbeater has always been a (sh-
eerer form of recreation anions the
Japanese, and especially beloved of
the Japanese woman, for It is iter only
amusement, and the only public place
where she may accompany her hus-
band.
Tit theater of old Amon, with its
strutting legendary heroes, it. enclose.
costumes, and actors who carried their
own lanterns in order to light the ex-
pressions of their faces, is practically
a thing of the past. While many of
the old customs still survive, modern
invention, and appliances have been
grafted upon them to the effect of pro-
ducing some startling coat rasts. The
Japs. eager to grasp European ideas
and fashions, have made ass of some,
hut left many as they have been tor
generations.
We may go at any hour. so maimese
we start at five. On our way. we are
sure to see every characteristic of
street life. The Japanese. in their
eagerness to adopt European way a
and customs, have swaieuived such a
large meal they arei not able to digest
It; and no better •Illustratioei of this
can be found than their pretentious
and truly wonderful street gigue. As a
specimen of English as she is Japped.
the following, culled from a choice.
amid I might my. startling. collection.
is respectfully rubniittod. The spell-
ing and punctuation are mieecalee
worth noting:
On a baker's cart:
BY CAKE & A PIECE OF. BREAD.
Ovel• a ladies' tailor shop:
DRAPER, MILLENKR & LADIES
OUTFATTER.
The ribbous the laces. the Yells, the
feeling& (Militias?)




PEST MILK. (rather alarming,
probably mesas BEST).
On a druggist's:
BEST PERFUMING WATER ANTI-
FLEA.
Over a laundry. •
We most cleanly and carefully wash
our customers with
cheap prices as ender
Ladles eight shillings per hundred.
Gentlemen seven shillings.
A dentist's sign:
NOTIES. Actors Who Carried Their Own
Our tooth Is a very important organ •• terns.
for hernia life and countenance is ""•







for all Kidney and
Madder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIFsit TO TAKE
Two dusev give relief, and one box
will cure at y ordinary ease of Kid-
ney or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Beet.
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Boldeat 60 cents
per box on the no Centel° pay baste
by tdePhervou's Drug atort Fourth




 o e r s. nt by man upon receipt of
price by Lark Medicine Co., Louie-
MIIPSOnneWMTIESIBINEEIRBEIVIER
atctor is so conscientious, that, In or-
der to retain the atmosphere of his
impersonations, whit% at home be
dressed, talks acts, and generally com-
ports himself as a woman would.
Dauer°, the most fatuous sniper-
suoator of weuien la Japan. is report-
ed to have wed,. up so perfectly as
a girl of 17 e ben he was 66 years
in, that whet. lie *rut to his owe
house and ,%•,ed to see Leiner°, his
wife did not r.oa Mu and lu a fit
of jealous anAer, berated him for •
shameless en i. coaling there to see
her husband
lier husleand approaches, and the
eel man runs eft. across the "Flowery
Way.' Pegging her nut to let Ws char-
ity be kuoteu
The husband is suspicious, and asks
her why she was talking with Mei
man Her prorunie given, she cannot
answer, and after a tipry stone,
tack by Maws,. or wary, sweetie te_Ahttioleirke WARM&
tooth is also very useful.
Japanese aubsultute for coNten
JAPAN INSTE.D OF COFFEE.
More men le got drops; of the legs




Over a barber shop:
HEAD CUTTER.
Over a tailor's:
THE EUROPEAN MONKEY JACKET
MADE FOR THE JAPANESE
I reserve the gena of the collection
for the laid:
FULISH. RUTTR. CRUM. MILK
(Fresh Butter, Cream, Milk
Over la etre shop:
ouvisah ea different scene,
The play proceeds through several
acts, to a European or Americas, in
rattier a disjointed manner, and with
out much sequence, but with no lack
of line seeps.
Joel Neon, the him mt, the embers
bring in the sandals and clogs that
ha,'Utteu checked, so tbere will be no
icsonotoutsion and delay when the theater
Hut three days ate allowed for re 
, Thetis another of their load features an important one,hearse!. wad in thgt time they must •
be letter perfect, for • Japanese •udt-
ence Is a critical one.
Approbation Is announced by clam-
ing the heads, but audible eosameats
ar i imuea
Who' we go out our rickshaw -
men. wrapped in their rugs, hurry
from the gallery where they have
been enjoying the play. The ()reties
tea and the electric lights are not
the only innovations in this theater
The idea of a play of, modern Japan•
•es• life is entirely new, and we were
fortunate seals' the first perform
sada of one of the ins modern plays
seer saasted is Aguas.
)101aSINS." IVERWORT
'Per end Quartielegne
For the cemplete cure of Coughs,
Colds, Asthma and Bronchitis and all
Lung complaints teneing to Consump-
tion. Livers/net. Ter and Wad Cheery,
have for ages maintained an estab-
tilled reputation as a standard Cough
Remedy. It contains no opium or
harmful drug: can be given with
safety to children. Price el 90. Sold
by druggists. Williams' M'f'g. Co..
Props.. Cleveland, 0.
CORTEIGHT METAL SHINGLES!




Good-bye to the square piano. ̀ few
instrument is doomed and will can
become as obsolete as the dodo, the
pterodatyl and the quart jug in Pro-
bibelot) states. The piano deseirt.
who were recently assembled in New
York, agreed not to accept the 'quire
piano any longer in exchange for the
uprightA writer in the Bostou
Transcript, lamenting the fail that
he the 
square piano Is on its last legs.
so W 'meat, says that Its departure
is eatketie: "Memories and asittie.a
tents cling to it that cannot be tram
pianted to pianos of a eitereut slaps
It was the heart of the household,
the 'ippot where it stood was the tech-
mica place of the family and its
?requite Besides. it VMS something
more than a tutieical instrument. It
was a convenient piece of fursiture
for the acconimodatiou of news-
Papers, maeasitteS and laic-a-brae
that have now no such genera:
roved upon whigh_ to_wer.L.:• _sot
saddest of all to the men of this gen-
eration is the meteor% !bat it was on
the old square puma that their moth-
ers learned to pety the •11aiden's
Prayer." the alikalla of Prague" and
the "last Hops.-- -Rochester Piot
Expo ,s.
La..
Modal IS the limit kuseirn re/operation
that is off,ared to the people todav
for dyspepsia or indigestion or any
•toinacb trouble. Kodo; digests a'
foods. It is pleaeallt to take. It Is
sold here by a:: druggists.
the high pitched mournful snag of
some one in the distance.
• • •
Llapjiru owns the finest curtain in
Japan. presented to him by the Geisha
of Tokio, who each di we a hundred
yea. It is of silk, embroidered as only
JIMIlleelle keel, how. and to see, nett
worth the price of admission.
The entire lower Soo, of the theater
Is divided into little boxes, about four
feet square, by partitions not more
than four or Ave inches high. .kbout
five yes are paid for these bones. and
they hold four people, who Wesel o•
matting rugs.
The best seatfrare the boxes along
the sides of the balcony, which also
oi
IXTRACT OF FOWL. 
hd four people, and cost six yen.
15 As a yen is worth 60 cents of Amer-• • •
lean money, It may be seen that_tbeOur rickshaws stop, and our men
light their paper hinter's. It seems 
prices of Japanese theaters. by com-
parison with tbore of Europe or Amer-
absurd to hate a paper lantern for
p era, ti use, but the little candles of 
Ica. are very reasonable •
• • •
At this juncture our ears are me-
dalled by the most heart rending
sounds tharebill the bloOd in our
Veins it is the Eurupean orchestra.
The smiling guide tells as.
peas orchestra very nice—Japanese
people like '.Pry muoh!”
"Who's meddled unit my drum. 
bone"roars a musician.
"Oi did." said Paddy "Here ye've
been for two hours tryete to pull It
apart, au' oi did it in was miner."
A sharp noise, made by striking two
pieces of hard wood toesther an-
nounces tffat the next act is about
to begin. The intervals between 'acts
are usually about ten minutes.
As the curtain is drawn aside, the
pieces of wood tap together fastei4
and tauter, until the stage Is dis-
closed.
This time It Is a house, the front
open, chrysanthemums growing about
the door. At intervals the shrill note
of an lesect is heard.
Seta, the great actor, is seated on
the floor: he is is a state of Intoxica-
tion, and keeps ("realms from a but.
tie In front of ben.
1114 father in-law is pleading with
him to grant a divorct to his daugh-
ter, as his coastal,t intotleation and
ill-treatment of her are hard to bear.
The drunkard refuses, and the seems
between the men is • powerful one,
a knowledge of the language being un-
necessarrin order to appreciate their
really great melee.
The revolving stage. used in all
Japanese' theaters, Is seen in this act.
as the entire stage thins, bringing into
Keeps Drinkleg from • Bottle.
gie,•nish gray wax burn steadily, asd
give a clear light. We meet many
people carrying paper lanterns, so we
see that what has always been to us
merely a thing for decoration only, In
in this toy-box of a country as azticie
for practical use.
Having reached the theater, quite
an imposing building of stone. we
enter the lobby.
IA man and a woman are on the
stage, she crying, and he trying to
comfort her.) Our guide explains to
us thee.' haa been ebent to commit
suicide because of the financial rut*
of her husband.
The part of the woman is played by
Takata, one of the greatest Wiper-
'orators of women In Japes There
are no actresses, all the parts Willi
, assumed by isea• This -partfonlar
All the patent medieines and
toilet articles adtirtieed in this
paper are on sale all
McPherson's
et% uhne •
.1 Home-Made Pernauf (Mo.
ami-ose r• la
Or parasol came. cm a Owe of card.
board olio yard long sad seven aches
wide. ,Cover one th:rd of t on one
sile with a pretty-patterned cheat&
or tertian*. and tbe rest with plain
sateen of a harmonising co o-
For the pocket. :cat_ a Viee• uf the
hntz aleout thirty-twe inches long
•ed eighteen Maya wide: turn down
a bent two and one half inches wide
lit .uni. end. aud put in a piece of
elastic nine inches long just below
the hem. Gather the lower end of
the chintz, and row it and the sides
ntall% to the cardboard
Trim the top of the hack, which
stands &belie the pocket, with a ruche
of ribbon or lace Finish the bottom
of the case with a twist of ribbon sod
a bow at one side, put a bow of rib-
bow at each corner et the top, arid
add a loop with a how, by which to
hang up tat, case, Put another
twist of ribbon finished with a bow
across the .pocket Just below the frie
where the elastic is run.
Chiffon and ewe., trimmed mora-
le:ea, which should be careftely kete
troll the dust. are sateiy and dainti.,
"hoseell•• in one of these -useful case,
---Frem Woman's Home Competitor.
There are times when it is better
to back 40,11 than get 'our back tin
SUP114g2 11AS ABRIVED
and with it the neceesIty for a
rew light weight silt. If you
want, your clothing to be the mime
of style and eitetam•tOu should
choose your fabrics from our 1111-
perh aseertment, end We will fit
them perfectly, and give indl-
vIduailty in style Stroh as yon can't
get with ready made garments.
H. U. DALTON
403 Ihrissavirsi
deeds of fires occur annually from sparks settling on the uof.
Better put them On the roof now than wish iou had later.
They're cheap enoach. Last a lite-time. Never need repairs",and they turn the appearance of any helix into a home.
0Come in and see them.
as
6, R. DAVIS Si BRO.. Paducah, Ky. I. loath Third Street
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers dc-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal St. Lout,. Republic
The R•toord-Herald chime° Examiner
The Uri Democrat Chicago Tribune
The Post-Dispatch Nashville American
The News-scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star•CLinidlele Chicago Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
ISO SOUTH FIFTH STREET. NEW PHONIC I:14e.
1 
'mos 
(told Workmanship First-class Material-
SQLAIE EVEALIN6
Wes" built up the largest plumbing busker-aft In Weeders& kee-
ns, ky Sly object is te make it larger. F„•litatateto free.
ED D. HANNAN
Plumber tiini Fitter
Is•Ah Phi•ms• 20i IA/ tt••••th 1,(Itirth At.
ESTABLISHED 1074.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK1.11)4W 1FL K EN TUCKT.
1:n17ED SITATIO4 DEtiotavouir.
Capttal. Surplus and odivided Pruett*  lillno,0410
fthlirritolderts leresinuidiality   etsueem 441
To•••1 ilf,,ettputs.1141Uty to J•eproolltss. 1114.51,0041
S. H. El LIHI.M„ President. JOS. J. VIRINDMAN. Vice lereeklcut.
J. t'. TICItli.‘tli; C•1•1•••• . C. It RICHARIMON. Amt. • ikalgt••••
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS. --
DI REC,Tt IRS.
A. E. ANSPACIIKR, R. B. iltalHeaL.A. A. FOWLER, J. I,. FRIED.
34.1N. J. t. 1.1 er'" WK. DR J. G. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN.
200,000 PLANTS
Tie- largest ausurement ,if rows suit itiani• in ittc city, al.0
23.risito plaufs'ist fee‘ than 3 ceete i7e.iitio ether phases •ciect
•••-e us befiee pin, iii .1411*
SCHMAUS BROS.both Phone* 192.
FOURTH of JULY
Boom! Boom!
Flags for 311 kinds, Postal Cards of the day,
-Crepe Tissue paper in national coiots.
WILSON'S
313 Broadway. . Telejbm 313
9















Total security to depoettors  ...... ....11250.000
Amount. or Indlvklush, and Arms nollcited. We &ppm/ latematt as well se Law depoAtors and amend de all the lisnue coner•oustrenenseat.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEISOSITS
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Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins', leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way lanJings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK BOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landless at I a. m. sharp, daily. ex-
cept Sunday. Beetle] excursion rates
now is effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and taloa, an-
surpaseed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent.
or Glum Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at




P. • Maley. Peep.
heereei sae hem betel is She eery
011.9*. Two lame oomph
tokens. Bath rooms, Eleotrie LAWc
th• rawly eastralle located $aid is
sr.
0011011111141 AL PALM WARM
IJorvir
ET. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RI% left
!PACKET COMPANY.
(tacorpornted.)
FOR THE TENNI-144E1E RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE.
leaves Paducah fur Tenneweee Rarer





This company is not responsible
for Invoice charges unleas collected
by the clerk of lb. boat.
Special ezeursion rates from Pada-
cab to Waterloo). ram --fur the
round .trip $S 00. Leaves Paducah
ever) Wedresday at 4 p.
WARM OHJETHAL
OSYHOJOR sinaarne.
Evansville, Ind. -- Special
gcursion Tueeday. June 23.
Reund flip $1.50. Special
train lesves Paducah about
10:10 a. m.. June 23. return-
lug leaves Evansville 7 p rn
Wednesday. June 21. No bair-
giere will be checked on these
tIcleta.
Louisville. Ky. - - Interna-
tional Sunday School associa-
tion. Dates of sale Jun• 13
to 17, and it 104 Jimmie It.
Return limit June 34. Round
trip $6.95.
liarmineffime, Ala, and Ss-
vann:iii, Ga.- On May 30th
through service will be estab-
lished front Chicago to Savan-
nah, via Fulton, Jecksoa and
Birmingbam. Passeagers leav-
ing Paducah on irMa 103 at
3.50 rn, connect at Fulton
with this through'sleeper 5:10
a. m. arriving at BUottleilient
3 15 p. ne. and Savannah at
7.15 • ne
J T DONOVAN.











Or some of our high ease
toilet lie/arias for • de-
li&lni bath, inch as
partna Wool Violet Sep
Salt, sack Sea Salt., Violet
Toilet Ammonia, Talcum
Powder, Toilet Water, etc.
Telsiphcara. Us
, N o. 7g6
S. IL WINSTEAD
DRUG§ lq





AN ORDINANCE CREATING THE
carrion OF LIVE STOCK. MCAT
AND MILK INSPECTOR, FOR
THE OITA' OF PADUCAH, FIX-
ING HIS COMPENSATION. PRE-
SCRIBING HIS uvrion ANO HIS
ELIGIBILITY. MANNER
ELECTION. TERM OF OFFICE.
TOGETHER WITH DUTIES DE-
FINED OF VENDORS OR SELL-
ERS OF MEATS, MILK, POUL-
TRY, GAME, FOWLS AND FISH
FOR CONSUMPTION IN THE
CITY OF PADUCAH. WITH paw-
Al.TIES THEREUNDER." Adopt-
ed by the Geaeral Council on Jan-
uary 10, 1901. and approved by
James M. Lang, Mayor. January _11.
1901. --
"Be it Ordained by the General
Couacil of the Ca) of Paducah. Ken-
tucky.
Section 1. That eaction two of an
ordinance entitled:
"An ordinance creating the once
of live stock, meat and milk In-
spector, for the (.11) of Paducah. fix-
ing his compensation, prescribing his
duties and his eligibility, manner of
election, term of (Alice, together with
duties defined of vendors or sellers of
merts, milk. poultry. game. fowls
and fish for consumption 'in the cite
of Paducah. with penalties there-
under." Adopted by the General
Council on January 10, 14101. and ap-
proved by James M. Lang. Mayor,
January 11, 1901.
Re. and the same is hereby re-
pealed sad the following is egacted
and ordalued In lieu thereof: TYiti
in the month of June, 190R, at a
Joint session of the General Council
held for that purpose. such inspector
shall be elected- by the General
Council la joint 'Restos, to hold hie
blare until the mollth of December.
andethereaffer -such
eha be elected annually in the
month of December of Mica year
thereafter to hold his office for a
term of one year or until his suc-
cessor sear he elected and dule
qualified.
Sec. 2. This ordiance shall tafee
effect from and after its multiage. ap-
proval and publication.
Approved June IR. 1110$
H. R. LINDSFIT,
Pretedent Board of Councilmen.
Approved June le. 1908.
ED D. HANNAN.
President Board of Aldermen.




JAHNS P. SMITH. alikVOr•
KILL Tmg COUCH




41 8 lar„..ix Av.
ana ALL 1111TVAT raa termisouotirs.
"Does your hitetsaud play pukor "
"I done think so.- answered young
Mrtr TorkIns, "but WHIN. of few men
he meets at the card tables do "-
Washington Star. _
11111 MAW -BROOM imartnitT,
%UN
Room 7, Tratheart up-
stairs. Next to Catholic, arch. New
plume 11:111.1. coati, Isom. 6:.141 a. ni.
to 3:341 p. in. itoeue etiose. ig
HENRY MAIDEN, JR,
aisorwo TO THIRD 11.11111
HAINTUCMI.
blob Irtfogiagg, Raab- Week. loan
awl library Heel • sperabirip.
Dr. Stamper
Pg_NT..111.
F ratiriy lellilit • We 205
Illeree•ele
IttraMing Teeth and Make
Work it Specialty.
ironelowean Appointed sec re
car) of War by President.
I *wain to I 'otifetk•rime trmy and
Fortner I% 1111..t nil Named for
Cabinet Place.
liAa bi Pleettorit Qt tLIFICATIoNtr.
Washington, June be -Luke E.
Wright, of Tennessee, was yesterday
appointed secretary of war to succeed
Taft.
A lititteletbnt given out at the WItite
Mose coaceming Wright eaye:
. "As Philippine commissioner and
late as vice governor and governor
he won the affection and regard of
the army to a high degree and many
of the most distinguished men who
served ii the army at the time he.
was in the Philippians have waged
his appointment became they felt
in a peculiar way that he was their
champion and in • peculiar way un-
derstood Mem lied their needs. This
is especially true as regards the men
who were Union veterans of • the
(evil war, for these grew to feel that
lie was always specially Interested is
their welfare.
"Moreover his greet aaministrative
end legal ability bosh peculiarly fit
him to deal with the problems in the
PhIlippinee, ?mamma and Cuba; for
the work of the war department is
now such that only a man with ape-
dal anew and training is able to do
justice to it. Of all the men in the
country, the president feels that
Luke Wright Is the one beet equipped
to take up the work of the depart-
ment witle.,h for the past seven yam
bag been under the control Orst of
Root and then of Taft.
Weight was a captain in the Con-
federate army and is a leading law-
yer of Tennessee. He was appointed
as one of the Philippine commission-
ers by McKinley. promoted by Roose-
velt to be aloe governor, and later
governor of the Philippines, and
afterwards was ant ambassador to
JIIIPSD.
Per entbli, aerates. brutalise. bares. rheutustie
rad all relief pales, um McLean's Volcanic Oil
LMsdd P170 geld in 102 et the ems
(teeter. remedy la Ilea flood for emu or
hems. Zia. in, awl SLIM.
CITY ORDINANCE
AN ORDINANCE CREATING THE
lidOlaPITA.L BOARD OF TILE CITY
OF PADUCAH. KENTUCKY, AND
Menial*/ THE DUT1433" OF
tilICH BOARD AND THE TERMS
OF OFFICE OF THE MEM-
BERS THEREOF.
HE IT ORDAINED BY . THE GEN-
ERAL 010oUNCIL OF THE CITY
OF PA.DeCAM, IGAINTUCKIft
Election 1: That the Reeve or the
c1Wof Padaffilibelbee-Pregtderre-ofettte,
Ward of Aldermen and the President
or the Board of Councilmen, together
with two practicing pbeeicians of




city of Pa.ducae 
Sec. 2. flat touch Hospital Board
shall hive complete charge end con-
trol ef the management. and opera-
tion of the City Hosoltat known as
Riverside Hospital of the city of Pa-
ducah. and said hoard is empowerel
to adopt such rules and regulations
in the management of said Hospital
ss may he deemed proper by said
Board, and it shall have the power to
employ and disocbarge at will all of
the employes of the said giverride
Hospital. and fix the salaries thereof.
See, 3. The Mayor. the President
of the Board of Aldermen. and the
President of the Board of Commitment
shall be ex eficio members ce• sale
Hoapital Board, together with two
practicing phyviceans of the City of
Paducah whe shall be elected is the
inmate of June, 1908. by the Geueral
Council of the city of esducate la
joint sessioe, and said two pteesiciaa
shall hold their (takes respective!,
until the 1110111th of Deeecuber. 1949.
and thereafter sucb two members of
said illospital Board shall be selected
by vote in Joint session of the Gen-
eral Council, and shall bold their of
flees respectively for the term of one
year, thereafter or until their succes-
sors axe elected and duly qualified,
and the election of said two nrembers
of the lloanital Boerd shall he held
annoally thereafter in the month of
December.
No compensation shall be
paid to any of the Member's of said
Hospital Board by the ctty of Padu-
cah,
Sec. 6. This ordinance stall take
effort and be In forte from and atter
its ecAlopara,red j moje8. Im, ai rov71 d anpchlicetiono o
H. R. LINDSEY,
President Booed of Couttelivnee
Anproyed June le, 1906.
President Eanosrid) 0HfAllANtIgNArNITIen. .
Approved Jeve le. 1908.
JAMES P. SMITII. Mayor.
Attest .lone le. Iltoft
NeAURIOE KINTYRE.
cite Clerk.
Fox Hunter--Kave you seep Me
ieirrirrs hereabout. iii',ngood ma"f %vie, 9biire. . ere reight in it, ye1'4W 0-00 We're kW Initaf Cattail.'Oft 4li' blast•-,Itidie. 
i
YESTERDAY PROVED REST OF
SEAtiON.
Mile Handicap Woe By GIs. II-Third
Race Was Most latereolusg
of Day.
One of the most Interesting pro-
grams of the Paducah Matinee club
was that of yeeterday afternoon; the
drawing card of which was the handi-
cap, standing start, mile dash, In
which there were as entries. Warm
weather kept many away from the
track, but it was a very eathesiastic
gathering that watched the races.
The reeues are as follows:
First race--"Dr. W," owned by
Marshall. driven by Settle, first; /011•,
F., owned and drives by Tucker, sec-
ond.
Second race-Gus B., owned and
driven by Tucker. first; Bessie Mack-
lin*. owned by C. Rudy and driven by
Settle, second.
Third race-Rain in Face, owned
and driven by TIMM*. first; Sam
Patch. owned and driven by Settle,
second.
Fourth race-Waddy Lee, owned
by Wes Flowers and ridden by Black
Patch, first; Happy Hooligan. owned
by Dickerson and Harris and ridden
by Nue. seeond,
Fifth race, the lefg Handicap-
Gus B.. ecratch. first; Billy Buck.
602 feet back, second; Harry A.,
scratch, third.
The fir race, one-half mile pace,
easily went to Dr. W., driven by Set-
tle, who won two straight heats over
Rodney D. and Ella F. Best time
1:23, there being but one-quarter of
a second dtfferance in time of the two
heats. Rodney D. finished second in
first beat and Ella F. second in the
second heat. Anita scratched.
George ()adman's new mare,
Barmiest. was the favorite in the sec-
ond event and easily 'nook the Seat
beat at 2:3414. ate looked good for
the second heat, bet was pocketed by
Gus B. and Bessie Macklin and broke
on the third beat, these two beats
going to Gus B. ID 2:31. Bessie
Macklin took second place in the last
two beats, being beaten by only, a
neck in the second and as amp In tire
third heat. -
The third race was the most in-
terateling event of the day. going to
RahM-Face In the third heat ii the
fast tl'toe of 2:22-The first heat of
this race went to gam Patch in 2: Pi
sod the second to Brook Hill In
2:27 1/2, these two Winners g,ving
the race to the game litre mare who
took the third heat lp such good
time. although held Tift in the last
eighth.
The three-eighth man dash, run-
ning, went to the young colt of Wes
Flowers ridden by Shannon. In 43
seconds. Ben Heywood. the big bay
of Gus Johnson. was due to win this
ce. hut was scratched and Waddle
Lee took the race from happy Haab-
Ian, Dickerson & Harris' little eorrel,
ridden by Nue.
The last event of the program was
the handicap, standing start, mile
dash, and was won by Gus 5., who
fled strewn unusually good form in
e secOnd race. -Gus
and Toze Scott started at the seratch.
1
with Corte 360 feet bask. Billy Buck
697 feet back and Pansy Blossom
7R1 feet hack. Pansy Blossom did
not start, displaying her evil temper,
balking and backlog off the track.
Gus B. got away from the bunch
front the start and led the way to
the finish. Billy Buck, the game lit-e
tie horse of Thompson's. gained oni
the bunch and passed the other l
scratch horses and' ('orks. with the ,
exception of Harry A.. irreo beat Billy
Buck to the wire by a lenkth but was
disqualilled. He bad beet entered
to trot, but paced most of the time.
Gus B.'s time from the wire was
2:32. Gus B.'s performance in both
the second and the handicap races
was great and he was easily the star
of the orogratn.
Deal's hand furnished music for
the occasion, the first number 011 the
program being Deal's new march.
"Toby Scott," dedicated to Mr.
George Goodman. Rebel Dare. J. M.
hang's line riding stallion. was
shown during the afternoon and was
greeted with enthuseaten.
The usual matiuee auction was
rung in and a pony and cart disposed
of ,much to the displeasure of those
who had paid to see the races. The
auction ma) be a good thing for
those immediately concerned In the
sale and purchase of a certain pony
or horse. but In most well regu'ated
and properly conducted noels aua
tkms have no place. Tito hammer
and sonorous voice piercing the air
with "going. going. gose" belongs to
the sale stable.
SALAAMS ARC RAIIKEI).
For Offileret• of Modern Woodier et-
Purchane Pike for eisantarium.
"wipe, Ill . June Pe-Duffel:1 woe
tee bend camp meeting of the Redeye
IVoodruen for 1911 over Dallas, Tea,
tcday.
tieee Coastal Talbot hereaflo* will
re: /1- .eu0 a year instead of iletel.
('.r.k Enwes will get $5..,00 instead
of 41,106. Head hankers, h5 tile le.
reed of $3,600, and ewer- (Wetter
e m „else petite) annealle fhe
viirc.•tive (Acorn, acre les
ittlfranse the Ambler Ranch nese
Colored(' springs and raise funds ev
sitheerieemn for the emetic.' and
mreetemeee• of n anettarlum for Cot,
'Vu WOOdnaba.
--„--
Try Ow San ter Jett Wong.
IMRE RACES 1 1AMOND MAKER"
MAKES HIS ESCAPE
Parisiam Fail is Fffart ti Con-
vert Stones-Flees.
Dreier. I clovii ker.111111lo I .t Henry
Lensonsee. lexiscristoritte et Nieto-
ormolu:Jog Geom.
HAD THE .TRAME FRIGHTENED
t
Paris. June 30.- This *as the day
Henry Lemoine, the alleged diamond
maker, under arrest here since Jan-
uary-though out on bail most of the
time-on a charge of swindling Sir
Julius Wernher, of the De Beers
Mining company, out of a large sum
of money by pretending to be a
to make genuine diamonds. was to
have produced before Judge Poite-
vin a diamond of certain size and
shape to prove his claims Leeloine
failed to appear and Judge Poitevin
said he had fled.
I.emoine originally- was given until
lune 2 to'produce the eelst stone, but
was granted two extensions on vari-
ous excuses, the last expiring today.
He had erected a building at St.
Denis. installed a large amount of
electric and other apparatus. and ap
parent:y made every preparation for
a bona fide attempt to demonstrate
that he was not a swindler.
Diamond Trade in Fear.
In the meantime the diamond trade
was in suspense. fearing the result.
and it was only. in the face of string
protests that Judge Poltevin gave
Lemolue his extensions. According
to the Temps, Lemoimes recipe for
making diamonds is: Take carbon.
crystalise it. submit it to sufficient
pressure. and you have a diamond.
In asking for more time June 9
Lemoine told Juage Poitevin of dill-
culties)ie encountered in installirg
his electrical furnace.
He accused his hostess. Mme.
Clark. of whose charge of *swindling
Lemoine was paced under arrest.
Judge Grants East Delay.
Mute. Clark. he said, demanded











ON TNE 1110AWO WALK
SA NTA L- M I DYStanden/ mined/ Icr Mrst.otewors.r.• red NuI.
IN 48 1400 St. CO=




nterievn er• mucosa membrane,
eeeere-'.. c.eweefe Pumas*. sad Do "arta-
SIRE CNISIGIS 011. emit or poisonous.
Ratille111.0 bald by Deasslotit,
1. er wot is elsia ermines
by •rervre, peivitd, tee
gine. ee 3 boatmen.




'I bed trouble with my broirals which neva
.,hitvvi.ttottre.w. I. was ,.4wie
fi
tch r• 'merest rerci conk/ rrrre,... I I rya
tattle.• tst.p.arod • . r • w...11• lar.trly .•
r 51.11 war INT „ertr oh.. Ills
417. emnieruded their Si !nese aad
set. • 10.11, bar* Mond rt.! to./ .•
Pesch. Park •ve.. New York City. N. f.
Plesent. Petiole. INOIrei, TIM% 4Vrri, U.
Re.. 51.1.,,, oaken or (1-1pc lec er /it re
5.14 Is hall, • •••••1•• bk.% Wt.., or.I U.
ariwttotot io ...Of your MrIr .7 lark
!Perham Rrinerly CD-Cho-ago or '4 V is.
ANIBAL SALE, TED MILLION BOXES
YOUR WORD WILL BE
pNDISPUTED
Y011it MONEY RI I (NM
Where ( ritil0/0141 IAN S to Correll
Any Disorders 01 the SIMKO'
re ii lutes the Nevele,41180/Ohil lure s constipnteit.,
and Mops the fermentation or feed, in
that tbe food digests perfectly, and
you reoeive the full strength and
















and neutralizes septic poison in every
part of the system, and is teeth a pre-
ventative and a core.
A few drum rellevesdkaressand Lhe
totontlath tampon digesting sod Referee
lath/if-the head. Tbe CARBOZONE
lea perfect relief for Mellgestion In
et ...it" forma Prieesiol.
It your dottier cannot supply you
order direct from '
llif CARSOPINt COMPANY
len Median Ara. irlempine, Teas.
FREE TO YOU-tril' SISTER 16tes..:va.'":..=.=
I am • wears.
I know weenen's ea timings.
I have blend the
I will mart sr« of me ab W b 5.1111_ _•
@newt with fu.I inetructious itInef_lir' *Tool
wornaa's ailments, I want to tall IPS111■111 shoat
We cure- You, my reetter. for yeoweelf. maw Meleghter
roar mother, or flatcar sister. I want to tell you hew
to cure yourselves at hone without tire Yelp of a
11-it cannot understand women'. sclortnire
Wise we w enen know tress •alserence we born.
better than any doctor. I know that my hoes tree'
pent tri • safe and sure cure for Lemaerrhem
Whitish discharges, Ulcoratliall. 111•916c t ea
Fla of Or Womb, Prudes.. Scent, or Inip.=s. Uterine or Overlie Twermere wr Orretnet
am rains in the head, back and bends. bearing
dens lasengs, werseementes. cregged Sieedell de
the sobs.. assienc holy desire te cry. he IMP kw*.
*eeriest sts. kidney eind bladder trembles whole
rammed by amen, seen pec *liar to ma ma.
I wart to rend you a compete tee day's nest-
mew ustioily tree to prove amens that you eau cee
yourself at horns. easilY. QuieklY and eureir-
member. out it will cost you soothang t. eve Ill.
t • complete eel: sad if Feu should wish to corittnue, it wig rust you only about 
tt meta I.
=visas th..tc two cents adoy. It will not ir tellers with your work or oetLir patine See
7:01
, SOW and address, ra roe how yau suffer if you wise. and I end ed.id you the 
trestmeni
Oar ease entirely free, in plant weeper, by return mad. I will also send 
you tree al mot. 011
WO VIAN•S OWN MCU4IAI. ADVISER" with explanatory ill o•t
ristioas showing why
Mesa suffer. at.d bow they can easily ctire themeelreel at hype. woman sh
ould has'. it. MY
=to think ter ber•eit. Then wh
en the doctor says--Tom must hare im owerattee.- you Me
ter Yuarself. Thousands of woci.--'n have cored themselves with my 
:Ante remedy It runnel
giff young. To Mothers of Dnergleters. I will explain a rumple hom
e treatment which apanlill
.4 «tactually curve lomeerrhsee Gaon Sichaess auvi Painful or Irregular Meastrumme Ui Ye .as
eye health always resulta front it, use.
erever yOtIlIV• I can refer you to When or your own locali.ty 
with know MA win gladly kid
ffany suemr that this Moose Treatment reelly mares all women dr
cenen, and smarm women wet
strong, plumy, and roloist. Just send sae your address. nod fem free um 4e7'e %manumit is You-s
also the book. Write ticLay, as you may hems thin offer 
again. .5 .idr•••
MRS. M. SUMMERS, 1141414 South Bond, Id,, u• 0. A
•
June 1 and. June 15. He agreed to
Pay this semi, but, being without
money, he had to sign notes, which
his wee- indorsed. Then a hydraulic
prows. weighing 10,000 kilograms,
had to be brought from Nuremberg.
This Ot.t $2,200.
lie dereared if granted a short de-
lay he would prove himself no swind-
ler. Judge Poitevin remarked that
the best jokes are the shortest. He
said he had summoned Sir Julius
Wernher for June 17, and if the dia-
mond %as not then • forthcoming he
would send Lemoine before. the cor-
rectional court.
A man does hit. courting in the
par:or and then ee,pects his wife to
he an expeo kiteheu -mechanic.
T(m‘.timi IMES DAMAGE.
'Ninny Itolltline• Toro Down mug Br,.
rntl I ootvie Hurt.
Sioux City Iowa June 24).-Several
pereons were injured, one perhaps
fatally, and two hcuees and half a
dosen barns were destroyed by a tor-
nado which s-truck the eastcrn oute.
skirts of Sioux City. The residence
of Mrs. Rattle Howe, of Greenvale.
was wrecked. Three pereons were In
the house. Mrs. Howe, (I'harles - Eck-
man, her nephew. and Charles You-
hill, were badly injured. Mrs. Howe
may die.
The home of Fred Defaranyille, of
Morningside, was torn to pieces.
The Eventing goo-10c • Ilferk.
NOW ON
SUMMER
Tas place to est a good
111.7eLer.S8 EDUCATION,
to prepare for a GOOD
and To get ready for TIIF.10.-qif of it., • 't t 'tie- I. ST
DRAUCHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLUECE
tettouelfD by bustooes men from ldalne to fSalltornadi. Cata!oirtio iftbiii ass frof ;T.
I Incorporated) Paducah, 314 Broa dv.ery. Old phone 1755.
TE
INSURANCE A geNTs













Oilios Pimps =W. Residence Mown °'• IAN
.Catinegnbelli Buildings Fondue:ails, Ky.
City Transfer Co. 
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.




Be Progressive and up to date, and board your horse at a Barn
that keeps abreast of the times,
The (lays for cleaning a hors with the old fashioned curry
°comb and brush have past.
We use a Grooming Machine. It does the work better and
qui,ler and your horse will appr•-ciate the change and show it by
doing het er work for you.
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
(e.e..reereoeit..





The purest whiskey made. It
has been stored for years in
charred oaken barrels, at an
even temperature, and has a
uniformity due to perfect ag-





JOB DESBERGER HEADS THE LIST WITH
THE LARGE SCORE, 177,155 VOTES--
MISS NICHOLS SECOND, THOUSAND LESS,
C. K. Lisasead, Paducah R. F. D.
Ian With Cold Feet Declares 
801161
R"kons mai, osetta Emhart, Paducah R.
Paris FIllatet, Hurray, Ky 3.7171
That the Leaders HaveI
F. D. 4,300
(lone Clean Crazy--They Mirth Leers Madden. Mingo. Ky 5.
54ei
Certainly Are Enthusiastic 
J. J. base. Padre ab
A. 11.111rett7, Paducah R.F.D. .3,400
AbOtil the Voting. 
Goy C. Hamberry, Edtlyville, Ky
2.000
CUMIN Seater, Paducah R. P. D.
• 
 1,9111
TWO WEEKS FROM TONIGHT
And the Big RiI4, 4:4 •  • le II, %b-
nt pt end street &titular t Iota. -
Where .tre leu Going to Re When
tire Final Roll it- Called?-For You
to :Inmate.
1r90 in Gold Thbi Week.
No furniture this week, no watches,
just a nice little picture of the great
"Those people at the top have
done clean gone crazy." said a can-
didate who was all bubbles for a
couple of weeks at the start of the
game, but who now has a slight
touth of pedal frigidity.
What he meant to may was that
the people who are setting the hot
pace that makes the race interesting
are certainly "going some." Yeater-
day's voting was-heavier than any of
the preceding days-40.000 at a
crack for the half dozen people who
a
American eagle or the Goddess of 
re pushing up to the top of the
Liberty on gold-just a bit of
columns in the most approved mush-
wee
• geld Piece. 
No intlecieion air rew3n1 at) 
le.
to whether you want a bed room set. 
Yesterday Wet Mern Nichols was
desk or a char-----only a little tile 
to first with a score a little abo
ve WI.-
The Sun office next Monday morning 
000. Now she is second with a score
for $20 In gold. Twenty dollars f
or of 176.771. and Mr. 
Joe Deabergee
has the first place with a score a
one week's work, you to wake your
own office hours you to be your Own
hose, you to spend both your time
and the money just as you wane to.
All we require is results-you do the
rest. Here's an opportunity for some
one to earn a little vacation money
or for some one who may be out of
employment to win a few of the neces
reties of life. You can win it-are
you going to. The secret of success
ia work.
Standing at the (lone of Relloting
Pricier at 0 p. m.
DISTRACT I.
Joe Desberger  
Mies )e2la Hill 
Mies Elsie Hodge




Sirs. Ida Ashby  
Miss Nellie Schwab 
Mimi Thelma R -hure
H. Fowler
J. L. Dunn ..............13.447
Mrs. T. L. Broder 7,664
Jas. Holtich  7,516
Fred McCreary 7.305
• Filaarhe Anderson 5.664
Gen. r. Winer
Slim Carrie, Ham
Mrs. Harry Gerrett  
Silas Minnie Thithon
thol lie•bereatro  
Mesa Pearl Griffin 
Miss Catherine Thomas 
Maurice McIntyre
L. P. Kure
Mire Geraldine tilbe•ei  





A. W. Stew/men 
Mrs. F. K. Beck 
Mors Dorn. Hartle
WM. Kate Nommensarbee
Mies Maude Humeill 
H 6 Johno.tern 
511.. I Aisle Vaughn • • 
511.0. Bette. speck
Mrs.. .1.4m heithley 15.602
ei "%MP %nilsiitlingtasmn 
14.893
‘11 Mantle Hay ohm till 9.533
• Lisale F4rlastr"0 0410
0 ',shy robe,' 11.475
F.. I,. Wilson 7.11104
'ler Ethel ciesuiem • • • •41.711
Is.. Jeanette Dintgla.
lee Walston  3.257
• Urrel SIMefney 
2  904
Thome, Potter
tr. G. Kelly 
Leo Haag






Miss Lora Street, Keve. KY.
little more than a thousand above
Miss Nichols.
Miss Ella Hill has the third place
with a score of 169,019 and Mr.
Charles Denker is: fourth with 163,-
909.
Several people farther down - the
list who are playing the game strictly
under cover voted a few thousand.
but their scores are not ooticed in
comparison with those of the leaders,
which is just what they want. To
mention their names would be to
give their game away and incur their
ever:astIng enmity. Guess who they
are, we won't tells,
Another Sassy Saturday.
177•1511 This is our busy day-gues
s
169.019 you've heard that several times be-
06.804
64.283
07.961 fore, as this is the fourth Saturday
of the confleft and Saturday is al-,
• •57•755 man. Candidates start in about 9
 41.770 o'clock in the morning and from then
r4771 until 9 at night the contest man
94,375 pares up and down a straight. Dar-
20.048 row path between the front desk and
 194156 the telephone like a 'caged lion an-
swering question after question and
receiving subscriptions. both of,
which come thick and fast on Satur-
day. But, mark you this, he is not
too busy to talk to you.
'1'5(143 From the conversation that he has
1 5°41 had with many candidates this west.
'
ways a. hummer with the contest
445 he anticipates an unusually busy day!
2 715 today and accordingly has prepared
2'457 for it. Some have already been
 In
2'202 this morning, presumably to av
oid.
2.242 the rush. others have 'phoned 
to,






tonight; they are coming in right this
minute. Have you been In'? If you
haven't, you'll have to burry. Sub-
scriptions for the $2e in gold will be
counted at 9 o'clock this evening.[
170.771 Get in every cent you can b
efore •
 168,909 then and make an effort to win t
he'
1441.100 money.
43.410 Two Maar Week's.




all over. Six more working das ea
ch
week to place yourself among the




and fighting. then the distribution 
of ,
the victors' spoils and the smoking!
of the pipe of pester.. • And some ono:
has said that " 'Tis better to s
moke'
here than hereafter." All you h
appy%
candidates are invited to the big po
we
wow-the admission fee or dues co
n-
sists in polling sufficient votes 
to be!
among the winners. Only the wive!
sera are eligible to niembershig-
make yourself eligible. •
Next week is the last week that
 2.505 will include a prize and bonus 
votes.
2.240 the following Baturdal being 
the
 841 4th and end of the 
contest. The
 127.=43
J Mager, Paducah R. P D.
 119.310
Miss cowrie Chiles Metropolis, III.
 104.950
Arthur Swifter, Paducah R. F. D.
146,11011
Mho Vero Dodson. lastienter Kr.
79,174
Miss My,. Other, Fulton. Ky.
 76,900
Mims Kobe' $1afeins. Brol4II•or1•
.63,201
Miss Bettie Scyster, Brisithiend, Ky.,
50.435
A. C. Ilangrove. Poilleesh it. le D.
32,079
MIN Athe Iteeeell, Keel. Ky. . 19.650
NW Mae Ilatibeves. Kettaws,
11  741
Jul* Reellie. Denim. Ky omen
Kea J. alems. Paducah R. P. D.
 $3515
tra40 prize has not been 
selected u yet.
LOW but will amount to $1
0 for the
1.145 largest amount turned in for ab
b.
MAO scriptions and 1.000 b
onus votes for
I 006 every $26 turned in by 
each candi-
date. As you near the end 
of the
contest and the big prizes b
egin to
loom up on the horizon, the
 weekly
prizes and bonus votes grow sma
ller:
the weekly contests are lost 
In the
magnitude of the , great 
popularity
contest. Direct your attention
 and!
efforts. therefore. to the fini
sh; pre !
pare to handle your reserv
e strength
with prudence and effi
ciency; let,
your final stroke be your 
best. Make ,




Any white person. man or 
woman.
.if good character, residing 
In the ter-
ritory covered by The Sun 
may be-
come a candidate for the hon
ors and




The contest starts with today's an-
nouncement and will continue 
till
July 4, at 9 p. m., at whist time 
a
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
4hoe Separtment
tur o.367 and Ziour Sain
We have goo 2tang tdd ots
in tur Jhoe Department
SA AT. JUNI 11111.
30c $1.59
Buys Infants' red soft sole slip- 
I Buys misses' red blucher 01-
per, 50c rides sixes 0 to 3. ford, • 52 shoe. Siz
es 11 to 2.
98c
Buys infants' patent vamp, red
or brown top; sizes 2 to 5. We
think cheap at $1.25.
•
60c
'Boys brown ankle strap slipper,
2 is to i. We think cheap at The.
50c
Buys child's patent vamp two'
strap slipper, sizes 4 to S. Cheap
at 7;o_:.
80c
Boys Child's patent leather but-
ton Oxford, sizes 5 to 8. Cheap
at $1.00.
*1.59
Buys misses' patent vamp red
or brown top Oxford, nisei; 11 '4
102. Cbeap at 52.00.
98c
Buys misses' patent vamp
kid top blucher Oxford.




Buys pstaut tamp mat
top button, swell shoe and were
cheap at $1.25 Sizes 8I to
98c
('bud's velour blucher Oxford,
food style and an id: wild at
$1 35. Sizes Is to 11.
80c
Boys ehdd's red blucher 01
ford, sizes 5 to 8. g1.00 grade.
98c
Buys child's kid button patent
tip Oxford, sires S. to 11.
tiood value at $1.35.
Buys mimeo' velour blueher Ox-
fords or misses' patent vamp
blucher (tifortI, sizes 11 Li to 2;
were $1 50 goods.
$1.59
.yn woman's kid button, pa
tent tip, or wotnati's patent
leather, mat top, button 4 Ix
lord Cheap at $2. All sizes.
$1.59
Buys woman's side lace patent
leather Oxford Sold all season
at $2 50
White ̀ Canvass t xkrds
$1.59
PM a woman's gun ti4etal welt
Ilood styles, broken
POW Cheap at 52 50 in $3 00
$1.48
Buys woman's brown kid pump,
with brown leather bow. Swell.
A $2 00 /11100.
*1.98
Buys woivan.s kid welt patent
tip blueber Oxford. i2 50 and
ti HO grades.
$1.98
Buys woman's patent num
broen Undressed kid top. A
beauty, and bold at 23.00._ _
$1.25
Buys little gent's patent or gun
metal blneher I ixforti. $1 75
value.
While you need them here is your chame to lay in a supply. 2S pe
r cent discount or one-fourth o
ff ought to
interest you, and nothing reserved. All white or grey canv
ass Oxfords go in this aale. M _n's, women's, misses', chil-
dren's or infants'. Sizes broken.
iillinerq argaitt4 25% to 50% Siscount
At this season of the year manufacturers' samples, inc
iuding imported pattern', are offered cash buycrs at
very interesting prices on swell Mil!inery. Visit our
 second floor. Take advantage of the low prices offered,
ridiculously low prices. Mrs. Girardcy, on second floo
r, taking advantage of the low prices, is erahled to offer
25 to 50 9'er Vent Siscount
No goods in sale on approval or changed except at regular pri
ces. Will keep open Fr iday night, July 1 close
July 4th at noon for balance of day.
Hear Lattemeyer's Orchestra ever y Saturday night 
at our place of business.
see
committee of well-known and t
riast.i
worthy citizens will be chosen to 
de-
termine who are entitled to the.
prise&
Dietekte.
The territory covered by Tbo Sun .
has been divided for the purposes of
this contest into three districts, as
follows:
District, 1 comprises all of the city!
of Paducah north of Broadway, in-
cluding the north side of Broadway.
District 2 comprises au i of the city
of Paducah south of Broadway, in-
cluding the south side of Broadway.
District 3 cort‘prises all of the ter-
ritory served by The Bun outside
the limits of the city of Paducah.
More Than 12.000 in Prises.
rolowins is a description of the
magnificent list of prizes offered for
th• winners in this contest together
with the arrangement governing
their distribution.
The candidate securing thlhegheat
number of votes, regarditeMof die-
trbsi. will Ior. glv,'n The First Grand
Prize, a $700 double building lot Id
Gregory _Heights. Paducah's prettiest
suburb._
The candidate securIne the second
highest number or votes, regardless
of district, will be given The Second
Grand Prise. a $400.00 two-carat,
blue-white diamond. on display at
Jo Woirs jewelry store, 337 Broad-
way.
After the judge: of the finish of
the easiest have awarded the Grand
Prises, the names of the two winne
rs
Will be strickes from the list of con-
testaats and the nine district prises
will be awarded as follows:
The tare persons who leack their
respective districts will be awarded
a $aso plane, es display at W
Hiller I Brea., MI Broadway. a 
2150
suit of turnituila, displayedahtirtiO 
sar-
ner Brea., 197418 South 
T
11101 boggy lid Wien, 
displayed
at Powel)-Brigers. 121-121 North
Third. The above three pri
zes vie
be Oval le the thre
e district leaders
In the order of the number of votes
creditedto them.
" The three persons who receive 
the
second highest number of votes 
in
their respective districts will be
awarded the following prizes In their
order of rank-a $65 watch on
play at Pollock's, 33:1 Broadway. •
151, lady's or man's watch at Nag
el
and Meyer's, corner Third and
firoadsay, a $50 Miller range, tile-
p:tted at Hank Bros., 111 Wee&
way. .
The right is reserved to alter these
rules should necessity demand.
Contestants IDS y secure subscrip-
tions anywhere they wish. For in-
stance a candidate in Distrlet 2 is
entitled to turn in subscriptions from
District 3 or District 1, and vice
versa.
New subscribers are those who were
not taking The Sun May 23. the date
of the start of the contest. Trans-
fer from one member of a family to
another or to someone she living In
the same house will not .be cousted as
rt new subscription
- _
The three persons receiviag the
third highest number of votive in
thelh respective districts will be
awarded the following prises. a
$27.50 refrigerator, displayed at
Henneberger's. 422 Broadway. a 226
chair or other furniture from Rhodes-
Burford's. 112-116 North Fourth. a
$25 lady's or man's watch on dlaplay
at .1 L. Wanner's, 311 Broadway.
Three additional prises for the
three districts are added and two
scholarships in the laternational
Correspondence Schools and one
scholarship In the Paducah Central
Business Oollege, offering the choice
of nine courses. noes prime will be
awarded In the three different dis-
tricts so that candidates receiving the
second Highest number of vottle in
their respective districts May choose
0110 of these scholarships Instead of
the merchandise prise. Should the
second highest candidates not desire
one of these scholarships, the third
highest candidates may choose them.
If them. two claases do not wish the
isebtearships they will be awarded to
I the fourth highest candidates In It,-
,three district*.
The Si: ve1n andItil°11 spend ilo nmainnageimP n tspecialof
, prises to be distributed to busy can-
didate., during the proven of She'
contest, making a grand total, of
more than $1400 la prima, to be
distributed gratis.
Addrean all commuitinations is
?be Inn. teseleet Depertuweet.
Peari-"It states in the ii-rst ehel)-
trr of this novel that the hero bailee
his sweetheart."
Ruhy-- -The idea'"
-And the n xt
began to rain k.siese •
l
Rriby--"Well" Well' And fill that
end the etorno't
•Pearl-"Plo.. the next minute fi-r
father came ow and then there wets
heavy *quells. That novel most
lhave been written by Use weedier
man."-Ctica News
trio Men be
1 BRADLEY'S NEW PROCESS CREAM MEAL
 -Tell Your (1r(3c.;er to S
end You Nothing But
Will not heat or must. You shall know it by its w
h_teness
Manufactured  Daily by BRADLEY BROS.
 Padu‘;ah, Kentucky,
' ',..areseasseas_
em. •
